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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In February, 1971, the Carl Sandburg Elementary School in 
Charleston, Illinois, inaugurated a continuous progress program for 
mathematics instruction. Before the program became operable it 
was detennined that a plan of evaluation waa essential to its success. 
Three reasons seemed to dictate such a plan: 
1. Though certainly not.the.most important,· the most com­
pelling l'eason initially seemed to be the demands made 
by board of education members for the evaluation of 
any new program. 
2. Because reimbursement funds from the Illinois Program 
for Gifted Children had been made available for in-service 
education and for the purchase of instructional materials, 
some justification would be required by the office in 
Springfield. 
3. Finally, the most important reason for the evaluation 
waa that the staff mernbera working in the program needed 
to know whether goals and objectives were being met. 
It seems desirable to inject into this diacuasion at this 
point certain background information about earl Sandburg School 
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and the preparation for the Continuous Progress Prog!'am in Math­
ematics. 
Carl Sandburg is a K-4 school, located on the southwest 
side of Charleston in one of the better socio-economic areas. 
It is the newest elementary school in Community Unit District #1, 
having opened for the first time in 1968. The 4tructure 1$ of the 
traditional "agg-carton1' style of ·school architeeture, with facilities 
meeting very minimal standard!. 
Most of the students at earl Sandburg live west of Fourth 
Street and south of Lincoln. Their families have incomes above 
the average for East Centr«l Illinois. The school boundaries do 
take in severel blocks north of Lincoln, however, including West 
Polk. This gets into a low socio-economic area, where some families 
are on welfare rolls. The remainder of earl Sandburg school pop­
ulation is bused in from rurel areas west of Charleston. Of 225 
children in the total student body for the 1970-1971 school year, 
only five came from families that receive public assistance. One 
disadvantage resulting from this aituation is that the school is 
not e ligi.ble for funds f ram Title I, ESP.A; consequently, it is 
not as well equipped as other schools in the district. Most of 
the homes in the attendance area are of �ecent construction or are 
in excellent state of repair. All children enrolled during the year 
are c.aucasian except one, who is Negro. 
AL�ost all of the parents are high school graduates, and 
probably half of them have had college training. A considerable 
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number are university professors or belong to other pro�easions. 
Parental interest in the school runs high. There is a very active 
P•rent Teacher Aasoci•tion. During the p&et year moth•ra served 
•s volunteer •ides to keep the school library open when the part­
time librarian was in another school. 
ThQ •t•ff consists of nine full-time teachers; thre� spe�ial 
area teachers, who •re in the achool one to three d•ya • week; a 
part-time librarian ; a secret•ry; two cooks; a custodian; and a 
full-time building principal. Of the nine teachers on the 1970-
1971 f•culty, four hold m••t•rs degrees, three have �ohelors 
degreae, and two were non·degr&e pe9ple with many years of expe­
l'iencQ. One of these laa t ones mentioned retired at the end of 
the school year. There are no men on the faculty. Three of the 
teachers at c.arl S.ndburg were tr.naf erred to t:he new tchool in 
1968 from other assignments in the district. These transfers were 
m•da on the basis of teacher request. In employing t�chers needed 
to complete the staff, an effort was made to secure peoole who 
were interested in working towa� innovati ve programs such as the 
nongraded elementary school. Consequently, the teachers in the 
latter category are more open to innovation and more receptive 
to change. However, with the·exception of one teacher, thia has 
proved to be a staff which is surprisingly flexible, eager to try 
new and different materials and techniques, and mutually supportive 
of group effort. 
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When the new school opened in 1968, one principal served 
both the Carl Sandburg and the Mark Twain schools. Not until 1970 
was a full-time principal employed for Sandburg. The author of 
this study became principal at that time. 
Up to the 1970-1971 year, the instructional program was 
largely traditional with textbook-oriented instruction predominating; 
though some across-the-hall cooperative teaching was done in first 
and fourth grades. There is no question but that some teachers 
are still more comfortable in a traditional setting. No school 
philosophy or program objectives had been fonnulated until the fall 
of 1970. The unit-wide testing program had included administering 
the California Achievement Test each year in the fall to the second 
and fourth grades and the Otis Test of Mental ability to third 
graders about the same time. Except for reporting pupil progress 
to parents, there had been no other fonnal evaluation of the school 
program. 
During the latter part of the 1969-1970 school year, several 
of the Sandburg teachers expressed an active interest in developing 
a nongraded elementary school progNm. Through the Charleston 
Service and Demonstl"ation Center of the Illinois Plan for Gifted 
Children, an in-service education program was conducted for these 
teachers and a selected few from other schools in the unit. In­
aervice education included wide reading of articles and books on 
the nongNded plan; participating in two wori<shop sessions in April 
and May; visiting schools in Champaign, Danville, and Granite City 
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to observe nongMded programs; and finally becoming involved in 
a week-long workshop in July, 1970. By that time all teachers 
on the Sandburg staff had indicated a desire to participate in 
a nongraded program; and the superintendent, convinced that one 
school should pilot such a program before others were encouraged 
to try it, had given his approval and support to nongradedness 
at Sandburg. 
During the July workshop the Sandburg teachers decided to 
reorganize their math program first. They agreed that the change 
should involve evaluation and reorganization of the curriculwn as 
well as rearrangement of the administrative plan of the school. 
Having made this decision, they set to work defining the essential 
skills in mathematics and arranging them in sequential levels. 
The math program, to be called Continuous Progress instead of non• 
graded, would begin second semester, January, 1971. 
In September, 1970, the entire f•culty at Sandburg participated 
in developing a school philosophy, objectives for the total school 
program, and specific objectives for the Continuous Progress Math 
Program. (Appendix A.) 
Once the objectives for the math progMm had been determined, 
some knotty problems in evaluation began to appear. It was a fore­
gone conclusion that evaluation must include some measure of cog­
nitive learning. That would not be difficult. Right away, a de­
cision was made that progress in the cognitive areas would be mea­
sured by teacher-made tests built on the checklists devised for the 
levels of sequential skills. 
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But objectives for the program included much more than the 
de velonrnent of math skills. The newly-stat ed philosoryhy indicated 
that the affective areas are equally as impor tant as the cognitive . 
Unfortunatei.y, affective areas lire difficult to evaluate. and it 
became a major task to find instruments that might be used. In 
the division of labor that was necessary, the principal ass urned 
the res'1onsibi lity of doing the necessary research ·to find instruments 
that might serve the desired ends or of working with staff members 
to develoo such inst ruments . 
The evaluation design which the staff had develoned required 
six different instruments or techniques: 
1. diagnostic pre-tests and �oat-tests to measure individual 
,uoil progress in the cognitive domain 
2. an atti tude scale administered on a nre-test and oost­
test basis 
3. a self-concept scale administered on a pre-test and 
,...,ost-test basis 
4. a personal behavior inventory , cornDiled before the se­
mester began and again near the end of the te�. for 
those students identified as malperfor:ning 
5 .  evalua tion of socio-emotional behaviors . based on ob­
servation of teachers, student teachers, and the build­
ing nrincipal fThis would be en infonnal kind of ob­
servation done oeriodically through the semester. While 
it would be valuable i.n the final evaluation, its greates.t 
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value might come from its use to modify the program 
or the treatment of individual students from day to 
day as a need seemed to exist.) 
6. feedback in writing from teachers, students, and pa�&ts 
From September to November, 1970, a great deal of time was 
spent in searching for instruments which had been developed for 
measurement in affective areas. Most of those available proved 
to be designed for intermediate or secondary levels. Only two 
instruments from those studied were included in the evaluation 
design. Even though they seemed suitable in the original format, 
the results of the original studies could not be used as a basis 
for comparison, because the groups tested were not similar. 
The major prepamtion fo?t the Continuous Progress Math 
Program was carried on by two faculty committees: Curriculum and 
Materials and Parent B:iucation. Their major taaks were refining 
lists of skills for the twenty-one levels and stating these in 
performanc@ terms, developing diagnostic tests to be used in as­
signing pupils to groups for instruction, selecting and ordering 
materials• and conducting a program of pa.rent education so that 
parents might adjust to the ideals and philosophy of individualized 
goals for children inherent in the continuous progress approach. 
By the time school cloeed for Christmas vacation the following 
plans for the evaluation had been adopted by the faculty: 
l. Diagnostic Tests in Mathematics would be administered 
as pre-tests to all students K-4, January 15-21. 
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2. A Pupil Motivation and Attitude Scale would be admin-
3. 
istered in one of two forms to all students in Grades 
1-2 and Grades 3-4, January 25. 
1 The Self-Appraisal Inventory would be administered in 
one of two fonns to all students in Grades K-2 and Grades 
3-4 , January 14. 
4. Self-Concept Test, adapted £ran Lipsitt's Self-Concept 
Sea le , would be adm1nis tered in one of '. two forms to 
Grades l-2 and Grades 3·4. 
Test l (Real) • January 26. 
Test 2 (Ideal) - February 2. 
5. A Personal Behavior Inventory2 sheet was checked for 
each child who had been identified as malperforming. 
This measurement was carried out by the home room 
teacher. (Copies of all tests are included· in Appendix B.) 
6. All of the above were to be used as pre-tests. Post­
tests for all instruments would be administered during 
the month of May. 
7. A parent reaction sheet would be distributed to all 
parents in March. (Appendix B.) 
8 .  Additional feedback would be solicited from students, 
teachers, and visitors on an informal basis. 
1Robert D. Vinter, et al, Puiil Behavior Inventory: A Manual 
for Administering and Scoring (Ann rbOr, Michigan: Campus PUblishers , 
1966) , l-64. 
2Measures of Self-Conce t California: 
The Instructional o J ect ves �c 
CHAPTER II 
· CHRONOLOOICAL LOO OF ACTIVITIES 
. ' 
January 13 - 3: 25-4:45 P • .M. cart Sandburg Staff Meeting. The 
subject of discussion was the inauguration of the Continuous 
Progress Math Program. We m.ade plans to complete the con.­
struetion of the diagnostic tests,. administer them, and score 
them. This work was to be finished before January 22 so 
that the workshop day could be used for assigning students 
to levels. 
January 14 - 9: 00-9: 30 A .M. Self-Appraisal Inventory was admin• 
is tered throughout the school, K-4. Fourth grade students 
were used for individual testing in the kindergarten classes. 
January 15 - Scoring Self-Appraisal Inventory. 
January 18 .. Scoring Self-Appraisal Inventory . 
January 19 - Scoring Self-Appraisal Inventory. 
January 20 - Scoring Self•Appraisal Inventory. 
January 21 - Scoring Self-Appraisal Inventory. 
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January 22 • 9 t 00 A .M. - 4: 15 P .M. Faculty Workshop ·Day devoted to 
l. evaluating results of di4gnostic tests 
2. revising skills lists as a result of ftndtngs from diag­
nostic tests 
3. aaeignment of students to skills levels 
January 23 - Scoring Self-Appr'iiisal Inventory. The scoring of this 
test and organization of data required approximately twenty 
hours. 
January 25 - 3:25-5:15 P.M. I met with third and fourth grade 
teachers for further revisions in skills lists as a result 
of diagnostic testing. 
February 2 - 9:10·9:55 A.M. The Continuous Progress Math Program 
began� Students met in skills level groups throughout the 
school. 
12:30 P.M. The Self-Concept Test I (Real) was administered 
in Grades 1-4. 
February 4 - 12:30 P.H. The Attitude and Motivation scale was 
administered in GI'ddE!S l-4. 
1:00-3:00 P.H. Checking Self-Concept Test I. 
February 5 - 9: 00-11: 00 A .M.. Checking Self•Concept Test I. 
l2 :30 P .M. The Self-Concept Test II (Ideal) was administered 
to .all students, Grades 1-4. 
February 6 • 7:00-10:00 P.M. Scoring Self-Concept Tests. 
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February 7 - 9:30-11:30 A.M. Completion of Scoring on Self-Concept 
Tests. The organization of data for this test included 
computing a discrepancy score between the responses to Test I 
(Real) and those to Test II (IdGal). The discrepancy score 
is judged to be a gauge of the student1s satisfaction with 
himself. 
February 12 - 9:00-10:00 A.M. and 2:00-3:00 ?.H. Tabulating responses 
to Attitude and �1lotiva tion Sea le. This tabulation was done 
according to individual items only. The instrument is not 
designed to give an over-a 11 score. For the purpose of 
this evaluation we were most interested in items dealing 
directly with school in general and with math in particular. 
February 22 - 11:00-11:30 A.M. Visited Dr. Leyden's F.ducation 
class to discuss our Continuous Progress Math Program and 
the plans for evaluating it. 
3:25-4:25 P.Vi. Faculty Meeting for the purpose of making 
revisions in the ;nath program. It is our philosophy that 
evaluation should be an ongoing process, and that the real 
worth of evaluation canes from the use of results as the 
basis for modification. 
March 2 - Feedback from staff members on an individual and group 
basis indicates some real problems with the new math program. 
There seem to be two major reasons for the frustration: 
1. Teachers who have taught in traditional classrooms 
for years have planned a lesson for the entire class 
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and assumed that it met the needs of. the majority. 
They usually did not have sufficient data on the 
children to know what each child's individual needs 
were. !�ou that we had, through the· use of diagnostic 
tests, determined exactly what each child needed, 
conscientious teachers feel they must begin imme• 
diately to meet these individual needs. It is hard 
for them to accept a comparison with their previous 
teaching as a sufficient indication of success. 
2. We lack a sufficient variety of instructional materials 
and our teachers have not learned to make effective 
use of the materials we do have • 
.March 4 - 3 :25 ... 4 :25 P .ll. Staff Meeting to discuss the two problems 
described above. This mee��g seemed to make some headway 
toward reducing the frustration level of the staff. 
March 11 ... 3:25-4:25 P.1�. Staff Meeting for infomal evaluation 
and necessary revisions of math program. 
March 19 - Conference with Dr. Smitley to discuss plans for lliucation 
602. All activities up to this point had been noted in an­
ticipation of using this evaluation to satisfy the require­
ment for a field experience. 
�larch 23 - Conference with administrative intern regaroing his 
assignment to observe and evaluate our Continuous Progress 
Math Program. 
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Narch 24 - Preparation of Parent Reaction Sheet to be sent home with 
next report card. 
March 25 - Telephone conference with Robert Wolfe of the Center 
for Instructional Research and Curriculum Dlaluation in 
' ' 
Urbana. We discussed several as pee ts of the Carl Sandburg 
eva lua tion. 
Ap;-il l - Parent Reaction Sheet· sent home today. Parents were 
requested to fill out the sheet and send it back by the 
child or by mail. Signatures were not requested. 
April 2 • We began collecting and examining the Parent Reaction 
Sheets. 
April 14 • Most of the parent sheets seem to be in now. Today 
we began to organize and tabulate the responses. 
April 21 - 10:00-10:30 n.IL Conference with administrative intern 
who is observing and evaluating our math program. 
April 26 - Completed tabulation of responses from Parent Reaction 
Sheets and prepared a summary of results to be discussed 
with the Carl Sandburg Faculty. 
May 13 - 3 t 25-5: 00 P.H. Staff Meeting. Informal assessment of 
math program. All teachers expressed positive reactions 
to the program up to this time. There seems to be some 
concern because groups change so often that teachers feel 
they do not get to know the students. Informal reactions 
from atudents indicate that they feel this is a positive 
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aspect. A few students have expressed negative reactions, 
because they have stayed at the same level too long and 
have become bored with the sameness of activities. 
At this meeting we also set up the schedule for admin­
istering post-tests to complete our evaluation plan. 
Hay 17 - Preparation of materials for Self-Concept Tests. 
May 18 - 12:30 P.M. We administered the Self-Concept Test I (Real) 
to all students Grades 1-4. 
Nay 20 - 9: 00 A .M. We administered the Self-Concept Test II (Ideal) 
to all students Grades 1-4. 
�ay 21 - 9�00-10130 A.M. and l:00-3:00 P.M. Scoring of Self-Concept 
Tests. 
l-'1ay 24 - Preparation of materials for Pupil Motivation and Attitude 
Scale. 
May 25 - 9:00 A.M. We administered the Pupil Motivation and Attitude 
Scale to all students Grades 1-4. 
May 26 - PrepaN tion of materials for Self-Appraisal Inventory. 
May 27 - Today I attended a conference at Eureka College. This 
conference dealt with the general subject of accountability 
in the schools. It was a ponsored by the Illinois Program 
for Gifted Children. 
This conference also gave me an opportWlity to discuss 
briefly with Bob Wolfe f ran CIRCE some of the problems that 
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seem to be showing up in our program evaluation at Carl 
Sandburg. 
May 28 - 9:00 A.M. We administered the Self-Appra�sal Inventory to 
all students Grades K-4. 
May 29 - Scoring and tabulating test results - four hours. 
June l � Scoring and tabuloting test results - three hours. 
June 3 - 10:00-12:00 A.H. Staff Meeting. Discussion was centered 
around results of post-tests, comparison of data, and possible 
changes in the program as a result of this data. It was 
suggested that we seek further outside assistance in the 
interpretation of data. 
June 8 - 1:00·3:00 P.M. Scoring Self-Appraisal Inventory. 
June 9 - 12:30-3:00 P.:r--;. Scoring Self-Appraisal Inventory. 
June 10 - 9:00-10:00 A.M. and l:00-3:00 P.M. Scoring Self-Appraisal 
Inventory. 
June 11 - 8:00-12:00 A.H. and 1:00-3:00 P.M. Scoring Self-Appraisal 
Inventory. 
June 12 - 8:00-12:00 A.M. Processing data on Self-Appraisal Inventory. 
June 21 - 2: 00-5: 00 P .M. Writing introduction to field experience 
report. 
June 22 - 2:40-5:20 P.M. and 9:30-10:30 P.M. Scoring Pupil Behavior 
Inventory. 
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June 23 - 9:00-10:00 A.M. Scoring Pupil Behavior Inventory. 
June 24 - Writing introduction to field experience report. 
June 25 - 3:30-4:30 P.H. and 8:00-10:00 P . M .  Processing of data. 
JWle 26 - 3: 00-4: 30 P .M . Processing of data • 
June 2 9 - 9: 00 A • M. Te le phone conf ere nee with Bob Wolfe, CIRCE, 
University of Illinois. 
July 1 - 1:00-3:00 P . M. Organizing materials for work session with 
Bob Wolfe in Urbana. 
July 2 - 1:00-3:00 P.M . Work session with Bob Wolfe at College 
of Education Building, University of Illinois. 
July 6 - 2:00-4:00 P . M .  Processing of data. Comparison of pre­
test and post-test scores. 
July 7 - 9: 00-10 t 00 A .M . Comparison of test scores . 
2:00-4:00 P.M. Computation of mean for various sets of scores . 
7:30-10:00 P . M. Writing activity analysis . 
July 8 - 8:00-10:00 A.M . Writing activity analysis. 
A. Measurement of Skills DevelofJilent 
B .  Measures of Self-Concept 
c. Pupil Motivation and Satisfaction Scale 
D .  Pupil Behavior Inventory 
E. Parent Reaction 
F. Pupil Reaction 
G. Teacher Reaction 
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1:00-3:00 P.M. Writing activity analysis. 
6:30-7:30 P.M. Completion of activity analysis. 
7:30-10:00 P.M. Writing Chapter 4: Swrunary·and Recommen• 
dations. 
July 9 - 8:00-9:00 A.t·�. Completing Chapter 4 :  Summary and Recom­
eenda tions • 
' . ' 
CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF THE EVALUATION AND INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA 
A. Measurement of Skills Developnent 
The major indicator of cognitive pt'Ogress was the movement 
of students fran one level to another.. On the basis of the results 
of diagnostic tests administered in Januar-.1,· students were assigned 
to instructional levels. The tests used were constructed by the 
teachers and wet'e designed to measure specific performance, as 
prescribed in the checklists of sequential skil.ls. 
F.ach teacher was responsible for the instruction in one 
or more levels. Teaching assignments were changed from time to 
time according to the needs of the children. Most of the teachers 
taught aa many as four different levels before the end of the se­
mester. Since the program requires a variety of materials, the 
amount of teacher preparation time necessary was considerably greater 
than in the traditional program of instruction. 
Grouping in the ma th program was flexible, and a child could 
progress to the next level at any time he was ready for it. Before 
advancing a student to the next level, the teacher tested him on 
the performance specifi�">Ci for each mathematical skill. 
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A1 the continuous Progress Math Program was set up, four 
levels would be approximately a year of work compared to the tra­
ditional graded program. We hoped, then, that our children would 
cover an average of two math levels for the semester that the program 
was in operation. Our results show that the average number of le vels 
through which a child progressed was 2 .G. 
B. Measu�es of Self Concept 
The evaluation plan included two differe nt instruments for 
measuring self conc ept. The first one was the Self-Appraisal In­
ventory from th e Instructional Obj ectives Exchange in Los Angeles. 
Developers of the test urged that the papers be anonymous, to assure 
maximum honesty in response. We did follow their instructions 
regarding anonymity, but this meant that we did not have matched 
scores and consequently could not check for significance of change. 
This inventory attempts to secure straightforward responses 
to questions which pertain to four aspects of t he self concept: 
family, peer, scholastic , and a more general , global estimate of 
self este em . The primary level of the instrument consists of forty 
items, and the intermediate level contains eighty items. All items 
were used at both levels. In scoring we determined the total score 
as well as the score in each of the four categories. We have computed 
the mean scores from all cat egories in order to make a comparison 
of results of the pre-test with tho$e of the post•test. The results 
show the following : 
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Grades 1-2 Total Score Possible 40 
Pre-Test Mean 26 . 7 
Post-'l'es t Mean 28. 9 
Ca tegory 1 - Fc:!lily Relationship:: 
Pre-Test �ean 7 . 9  
Post-Test !,ean 8 .5 
Category 2 - ?eer �elationships 
Pre-Test Nean 3.8 
Post-Test j\.iean 4. 0 
Category 3 - School Relationships 
Pre-Test 1iean 8 . 1  
Post-Test l·!ean 8 . 9  
Category 4 - Global Relationships 
Pre-Test Eean 7. 3 
Post-Tes t  Mean 7 . 6  
Grades 3-4 Total Score Possible 80 
Pre-Test :!ean 48. 2 
Pos t-'l'es t Mean 52. 3 
Category l - F2::1ily Rela tionships 
Pre-Test ;:ean 11. 3 
Post-Test Mean 12.l 
Category 2 - Peer Relationships 
Pre-Test Mean 15 . 1  
Post-Test Mean 14.8 
Category 3 - School Relationships 
Pre-Test r·�ea n 13 • 3 
Post-Test Mean 14 . 4  
?�ssible Score 13 
Possible Score 6 
Possible Score 12 
Possible Score 9 
Possible Score 20 
Possible Score 20 
Possible Score 20 
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Category 4 - Global Relationships 
Pre-Test Mean 12 
Post -Te st Mean 12.4 
Possible Score 20 
When comparing these scores we see that in all cases except 
one, Category 2 for G rad es 3-4, the post-test scores show a gain 
over the pre-test. We could say then that, on the basis of this 
test, the students in the Continuous Progress Math Program appear 
to have a more posit ive self concept overall. The test would also 
indicate: 
More favorable general concept of self - Grades 1-4 
More favorable view of self in relation to peers - Grades 1-2 
More favorable view of self in the family conte xt - Grades 1-4 
More favorable view of self in school situations - Grades 1-4 
The staff d ecid ed that it would be meaningful to tabulate 
responses on certain items they believed to be particularly sig­
nific ant. An item analy sis was done for five items in the test 
for Grades 1-2 and for ten items in the test for Grades 3-4. Results 
of the item analysis for both pre-test and post-teet are given here. 
Grades 1-2 Percentage of Positive Responses 
Pre-Test Po st-Test 
Item 1. Are you easy to like? (Yes) 97 95 
Item 8. Do you like being just what you are? (Yes) 9 1 89 
Item 11. Are you a good reader? (Yes) 94 92 
Item 15. Do You often t·1ant to give up in school? (No)76 84 
Item 19. Are you good in math? (Yes) 80 91 
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Grades 3-4 Percentage of Positive Responses 
Pre-'rest Post-Test 
Item 17. I am easy to like. (Yes) SG 73 
Item 27. I am a good student. (Yes) 71 01 
It<?m 37. Most people� arc much better liked tl.tan 
I am. (No) 38 54 
I tem 43. I don't hi:JVG r.1any friends. (No) 65 85 
ItC?m 47. I am proud of my school work • (Yes) 67 76 
Item 51. I am a good reader. (Yes) 60 70 
Item G3. I am good in my school work. (Yes) 71 70 
Item 71. My classmat00 think I am a good student. 
(Yes) 63 67 
Item 79. I can disagree with my teacher. (Yes) 54 67 
In examining theoc items we find sizable percentage gains, 
p<1rticularly at the thinl and fourth grade levels. Out of the five 
items used for Gmdes 1-2, there was a slight drop on the first three? 
but a definite gain for item numbers fifteen and nineteen, which 
had to do most directly with the goals of the Continuous Progress 
Nath Program. In the analysis of responses for third and fourth 
grades we find considerable increases in the percentage of positive 
responses for all it0ms except :f/;63 nr am good in my school work.a 
Tile response on this item is not consistent with that for item 
1:':27 ''I am a good student. u These 0110 items obviously are designed 
to test the same attitude. Again, in item #47 r•x am proud of my 
school work,n we are asking the student for a response in the same 
area. Again we see an inconsistency between the percentage score 
for #47 and that for ff63. This waa so puzzling that I went back 
and rechecked the score sheets to determine if there might have 
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been an error, but the nwnber of responses is correct. In spite 
of this peculiarity i n the results, however, the responses on these 
items would indicate a more positive self-concept in the �I'eas 
the staff had designated as being significant. 
The second instrw!lent for measuring self-concept was adapted 
from the Lipsitt Self-Concept Scale for Children. In the case of 
both pre-test and post-test two forms of this scale were administered. 
Students were first asked to respond to Test I (Real). Several 
days late� they were given Test II (Ideal). The discrepancy scores, 
computed by comparing responses on the two tests, provide an index 
to the degree of self-sa tisf action--the low�r the discrepancy sco re, 
the higher the degree of self-satisfaction. The test used for 
Grades 1•2 contained fifteen items and provided for "yes" or "non 
responses only. This test gave us much s�aller discrepancy scores 
than the test given to Crades 3-4, which contai ned twenty- five 
items and provided for five degrees of response to each item. 
The comparison made here is between the mean discrepancy 
scores of pre-test and post- test. 
Grades l-2 
Mean Discrepancy Score 
Grades 3-4 
Mean Discrepancy Score 
Pre-Test 
1.6 
25 . 4  
Post-Test 
1.2 
22.6 
Since the mean score on the post-test at both grade levels 
is smaller than that of the pre-teat, a higher degree of a•ti�faction 
with self ii indicated. 
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We had expected to make a comparison of individua l scores 
on this test• since we did have the students sign their names and 
consequently we had matched scores. This canparison became impossible 
when we discovered that all score sheets for one complete third 
grade class had been lost. 
c .  Pupil Motivation and Satisfaction Scale 
The purpose of this test was to determine specific attitudes; 
consequently, no overall scores were taken. In setting up the in· 
stru�ent we provided for three degrees of reaction at Grades 1-2 
and five degrees at Grades 3-4. Test items are the same for all 
gra de levels so that data for individual items can be combined . 
Since it is impossible to summarize this data, test copies 
on which we have recorded total responses per item accompany this 
analysis . It seems important to make sane comments and observa tions 
regarding a few of the specific items. We were particularly interested 
in positive responses to the question itDo you like math? " Test 
results show that in February, when the Continuous Progress Math 
Program was started, seventy-nine percent of the students gave 
positive responses to this question. At the end of May, only seventy­
five percent of our students responded positively. A similar test 
of attitude is given in the item '1Do you like to go to this school? .. 
On the pl'e-test we find seventy-seven percent positive responses 
to this item, while the positive responses on the post-test move 
up to eighty-three percent. At least we don't seem to have turned 
them off regarding our school in general! On a third item "Do 
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you feel you are learning a lot this year?" eighty-seven percent 
of the responses were positive in C()Ilparison to eighty-four percent 
on the pre-test. We should call attention to the fact that all 
responses on this attitude scale indicate a fairly �igh degree of 
acceptance of the school program and the setting in general. 
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PUPIL MOTIVATION AND SATISFACTION SCALE 
My name is 
I am 
Boy Girl 
I am years old 
----
Put an X in the box that best tells how you f eel. 
Example: Do you like to eat cand y ?  
Not a t  all Not very much 
D D 
Example: Would you eat butterflies ? 
Not at all Not very much 
D D 
Very much 
Very much 
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1. Do you like to go to this school? 
Not A t  A ll A Little 
GJ 
Very Much 
2. Do you like to try doing things you have never done before? 
Not A t  All A Little 
� 
3 .  How do you think you 've been doing in school? 
Poor Fair 
Very Much 
75 
Very Well 
70 
4. Do you like to read ahead of your class in your school books? 
Not A t  A l l  Sometimes Very Much 
8 23 
S. When you start to work on something, do you usually finish it? 
Never Sometimes Always 
s1 
6. Do you like to explore places you have never been before? 
No · ·  Sometimes Yes 
77 
28 
7. Do you like mos t of the school books used in your class? 
No A Little Yes 
� 0 741-
8. Do you like to try new b1ings ? 
No Some times Yes 
0 GJ 6"f 
9. Do you think school is a waste of time? 
No Sometimes Yes 
[@ 8 I "'I-
10. Do you like to read? 
No Sometimes Yes 
GJ 8 G� 
11. Do you have as much fun in school as you would like to have? 
No Sometimes Yes 
0 GJ 5tO 
12. In school, do you like to be told how to act most of the time? 
No Sometimes Yes 
� D 20 
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1 3 .  Do you think that getting good grad es is more important than liking 
school? 
No Sometimes Yes 
� [2] G I  
14 . Do you u s ually like to f o llow instructions and d o  what is expected 
of you ? 
No Sometimes 
15 . Would you rather do homework than play a gam e ?  
No Sometimes 
16 . Do you feel you are learning a lot this year? 
Ho Som etimes 
Yes 
7 9  
Yes 
Yes 
7 7  
1 7 .  If you were a teacher , how would you like to teach this class? 
Not A t  A l l  Sometimes Yes 
S S  
1 8 .  Do you think m o s t  scho o lwork is s tupid and makes you feel tired ? 
No A Little 
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1 9 .  Do you usually like to do what the teacher says? 
No Sometimes Yes 
GJ I g B 
2 0 .  Would it be fun to teach your f riends what you learned in school? 
No_ Sometimes Yes 
0 ·GJ G 
21 . Do you like math? 
No A Little Yes 
B GJ El 
22. Do you like reading? 
No A Little Yes 
0 GJ G 
2 3 .  Do you like spelling? 
No A Little Yes 
0 GJ G 
24 . Do you think.Christmas vacation was too long? 
No A Little Yes 
G2J GJ GJ 
2 5 .  Do you like music? 
No A Little Yes 
f2] 0 G 
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PUPIL MOTIVATION AND SATISFACTION SCALE 
I am 
I am 
Boy Girl 
years old 
Put an X in the box that best tells how you feel. 
Example : Do you like to eat candy ? 
Not a t  all Not very much 
D D 
Example : Would you eat butterflies ? 
Not at a l l  Not very much 
D D 
Very much 
Very much 
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1 .  Do you like to go to this school? 
Not A t  A ll A Little Very Much 
EJ E G S  
2 .  Do you like to try doing things you have never done before? 
Not At A ll A Little Very Much 
GJ 8 cc 2-
3 .  How do you think you've been doing in school? 
Poor Fair Very Well 
D [:] 6 8  
4 .  Do you like to read ahead of your class in your school books? 
Not A t  A l l  Sometimes Very Much 
EJ 
5. When you start to work on something , do you usually finish it? 
Never Sometimes Always 
D 
6 .  Do you like to explore places you have never been before? 
No Sometimes Yes 
7 6  
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7. Do you like most of the school books used in your clas s ?  
No A Little Yes 
� ~ 7 1  
8 .  Do you like to try new b1ings ? 
No Sometimes Yes 
GJ 0 6 2.. 
9 .  Do you think s chool is a waste of time? 
No Sometimes Yes 
GZJ 8 LJ. 
1 0 .  Do you like to read ? 
No Sometimes Yes 
GJ [;] 6 3  
11 . Do you have as much fun in school as you would like to have? 
No Sometimes Yes 
� ~ SS 
12. In school , do you like to be told how to act most of the time? 
No Sometimes Yes 
B 8 1 4-
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1 3 .  Do you think that getting good grades is more important than liking 
school ? 
No Sometimes Yes 
6 3  
14 . Do you usually like to follow ins tructions and do what is expected 
of you? 
No Sometimes 
1 5 .  Would you rather do homework than play a game ? 
No Sometimes 
16 . Do you feel you are learning a lot this year? 
Ho Sometimes 
Yes 
70 
Yes 
.3 5  
Yes 
7 9  
1 7 .  If you were a teacher, how would you like to teach this class ? 
Not A t  All Sometimes Yes 
0 
18 .  Do you think most schoolwork is s tupid and makes you feel tired ? 
No A Little Very Much 
EJ 7 
35 
19. Do you usually like to do what the teacher says ? 
No Sometimes 
GJ l I 7 I 
Yes 
B 
20 . Would i t  be fun to teach your f riends what you learned in school? 
No. 
m 
21 . Do you like math? 
No 
GU 
2 2 .  Do you like reading? 
No 
� 
2 3 .  Do you like s pelling? 
No GJ 
Sometimes 
'� 
A Little 
GJ 
A Little 
EJ 
A Little 
El 
24. Do you think.Chris tmas vacation was too long? 
No 
� 
25 . Do you like music? 
No 
[] 
A Little 
0 
A Little 
GJ 
Yes 
EJ 
Yes 
Yes 
El 
Yes 
G 
Yes 
EJ 
Yes 
G 
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PUPIL MOTIVATION A N D  SATISFACTION SCALE 
SCHOOL 
--------��-
TEACH ER 
-�-�---�-
R 00 M 
------
DATE 
My name is 
I am a 
Boy Girl 
I am years old . ------�-----
Put an X in the box that best tells how you feel. 
Example: Do you like to eat candy? 
Not a t  all Not very much I 'm not sure 
D D D 
Example: Would �yoµ eat· butterflies ? . .  
Not at. a l l  .Not very often I 'm not s ure 
Somewhat 
Somewha t 
D D D D  
GRADE 
---
Very much 
Very of ten 
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1 .  Do you like to go to this school ? 
Not a t  a l l  Not very much I 'm not sure 
GJ D [;] 
Somewha t Very . Much 
IS SS 
2 .  Do you like to try doing things you have never done before? 
Not at a l l  Not very much I ' m  not sure Somewha t Very Much 
0 GJ GJ 1 7  60 
3 .  How do you think you have been doing in school? 
Very Poor Poor Fair Well Very Well 
w [;] [;] 4'1 I �  
4 .  Do you like to read ahead of your c la s s  in your school books ? 
Not a t  a ll Not very much I ' m  not sure Somewhat Very Much 
GJ [;] [;] I <0 32.. 
s .  When you start to work on something do you usually finish i t ?  
Never Seldom Sometimes Usua lly Always 
Z o  
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6 .  Do you like to explore places you have never been before? 
Not at all Not very much I ' m  not s ure Somewhat 
[;] Q D , , 
7 .  Do you like most of the school books used in your c la s s ?  
Not at all Not very much I 'm not sure Somewha t 
Q Q D 3 3  
8 .  Do you like to experiment and try new things ? 
Not a t  all Not very much I ' m  not sure Somewha t 
[!] CJ [] 1 3  
9. Do you think school is a waste of time? 
Not at a l l  Not very much I 'm not sure Somewhat 
B Q GJ 
10 . Do you like to read? 
Not a t  a l l  Not very much I 'm not sure Somewhat 
,,  
Very much 
7 Z  
Very Much 
3Z 
Very much 
6 '1  
Very much 
Very much 
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11 . .  Do you ·have as much fW1 in school as you would like to have? 
Not ·at a l l  Not very much · I ' m  not sure Somewhat Very much 
[I] [;] CJ :2... l... 3 4  
12 . In school ,  do you like to be told how to act most of the time? 
Not at all Not very much I 'm not sure Somewha t Very much 
1 3 .  Do you think tha t getting good grades is more important than liking 
school? 
Not at a ll Not very much I 'm not sure Somewha t Very much 
3 
1 4 .  Do you usually like to follow instructions and do what i s  expected of 
you? 
Not at all Not very much I 'm not sure Somewhat Very much 
D 
40 
1 5 .  Would you rather do homework than play a game? 
Not a t  all Not very much I 'm not sure Somewhat Very much 
� GJ ~ I fD 22. 
16 . Do you feel you are learning a lot this year? 
Not at all Not very much I 'm not sure Somewha t Very much 
0 [;] · �  6 1  
1 7 .  If you were a teacher , how would you like to teach a class like yours? 
Not at all Not very much I 'm not s ure Somewha t Very much 
0 N c I :t 4- 2-
1 8 .  Do you think that most s chool work is stupid and makes you feel tired? 
Not a t  a l l  Not very much I 'm not sure Somewha t Very much 
� c=J .5 8 7 
19 .  Do you usually like to do what the teacher says ? 
Not at a ll Not very much I ' m  not sure Somewha t Very much 
r--·· · · � 
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2 0 .  Would it be fun to teach your friends what you learned in school? 
Not at all Not very much I ' m  not sure Somewhat Very much 
GJ ~ GJ ' 8  S 3  
21 . Do you like math? 
Not at all Not very much I ' m  not s u re Somewhat Very much 
GJ GJ ~ 1 5  ss 
22 . Do you like reading? 
Not a t  all Not very much I 'm not s u re Somewhat Very much 
0 GJ GJ J g  G.3 
2 3 .  Do you like spe lling? 
Not at all t'-lot very much I ' m  not sure Somewha t Very much 
1 9  SI 
42 
24 . Do you think Christmas vaca tion was too long? 
Not at a l l  Not very much I ' m  not sure Somewhat 
2 5 .  Do you like music? 
Not at a l l  Not very much I 'm not sure Somewhat 
Very much 
6 
Very much 
Po.$t - Te st 
4 3  
PUPIL MOTIVATION AND SATISFACTION SCALE 
SCHOOL 
����-��-�-�-
TEACH ER 
�-�-�-���--
ROOM GRADE 
------
DATE 
My name is 
I am a 
Boy Girl 
Put an X in the box that best tells how you feel . 
Example : Do you like to eat cand y ?  
Not at all Not very much I ' m  not sure Somewhat Very much 
D D D 
Example : Would �yoµ eat· butterf lies ? 
Not at . a l l  .Not very often I ' m  not sure Somewha t Very often 
D D D D  
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1 .  Do you like to go to this school ?  
Not a t  a l l  Not very much I ' m  not sure Somewha t Very. Much 
GJ Q GJ 2.. 1 4� 
2 .  Do you like to try doing things you have never done before? 
Not at a ll Not very much I 'm not sure Somewha t Very Much 
GJ D GJ 2 .3  5 0  
3 .  How d o  you think you have been doing in schoo l ?  
Very Poor Poor Fair Well Very Well 
GJ GJ GJ .36 I I  
4. Do you like to read ahead of your class in your school books ? 
Not a t  all Not very much I ' m  not sure Somewhat Very Much 
[iJ GJ GJ 2; o  'Z., 7 
s .  When you start to work on something do you usua lly finish it? 
Never Seldom Sometimes Usually A lways 
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6 .  Do you like to explore places you have never been before? 
Not a t  all Not very much I 'm not sure Somewha t 
Q D Q I :J.. 
7 .  Do you like most of the school books used in your c la s s ?  
Not a t  all Not very much I 'm not sure Somewha t 
[Q GJ Q .<./- I  
8 .  Do you like to experiment and try new things ? 
Not a t  a l l  Not very much I 'm not sure Somewhat 
0 GJ [] 1 8  
9 .  Do you think s chool is a waste of time? 
Not at all Not very much I ' m  not sure Somewha t 
G!] [;] Q 2. 
10 . Do you like to read ? 
Not a t  a l l  Not very much I ' m  not sure Somewha t 
Z I  
Very much 
G b  
Very Much 
:z g  
Very much 
55 
Very much 
0 
Very much 
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11 • .  Do you ·have as much f W1  in school as you would like. to have? 
12 . 
Not ·a t  a l l  . Not very much 
Q c=J 
In school , do you like to be 
Not a t  all Not very much 
I 'm not sure Somewhat Very much 
[] 3 3  2 7  
told how to act most of the time? 
I ' m  not sure Somewhat Very much 
1 3 .  Do you think tha t getting good grades is more important than liking 
school? 
Not at a ll Not very much I ' m  not sure Somewha t Very m uch 
1 2.  I S  
14 . Do you usually like to follow instructions and do what is expected of 
you? 
Not at all Not very much I 'm not sure Somewhat Very much 
47 
1 5 .  Would you rather do homework than play a game? 
Not a t  all Not very much I 'm not sure Somewhat 
G G c 1 7  
16 . Do you feel you are learning a lot this year? 
Not at all Not very much I 'm not sure Somewha t 
� Q I I I 2. 
17 . If you were a teacher , how would you like to teach a class 
Not at all Not very much I 'm not sure Somewha t 
5J Isl E I S  
18 . Do you think that most school work is stupid and makes you 
Not at all Not very much I ' m  not s ure Somewha t 
EJ 0 1 2,  Jo 
1 9 .  Do you usually like to do what the teacher says? 
Not at all Not very much I ' m  not sure Somewhat 
. .. 
I Z. 6  
I 
Very much 
1 2  
Very much 
sq 
like yours? 
Very much 
2. S  
feel tired? 
Very much 
2. 
Very much 
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2 0 .  Would i t  be fun to teach your f riends what you learned in school? 
Not a t  a l l  Not very much I ' m  not sure Somewhat Very much 
� j:l [:] � 3  A./- 5 
21 . Do you like math? 
Not a t  all Not very much I 'm not sure Somewha t Very much 
LJ GJ E 2. �  � b  
22 . Do you like reading? 
Not a t  all Not very much I 'm not sure Somewhat Very much 
w Q [] 20 53 
2 3 .  Do you like spelling? 
Not a t  a l l  l'l o t  very much I ' m  not sure Somewhat Very much 
2 Z  
49 
24 . Do you think Christmas vacation was too long? 
Not at a l l  Not very much I 'm not sure Somewhat 
25 . Do you like music? 
Not a t  a ll Not very much I 'm not sure Somewhat 
1 3  
Very much 
3 
Very much 
6 6  
so 
D .  Pupil Behavior Inventory 
The Pupil Behavior Inventory was developed for elementary 
and s econdary school personnel who are interested in obtaining 
more systematic information about teachers ' j udgments of classroom 
behavior among ma lperforming pupils . It provides a measure of 
behaviora l and attitudinal factors which seem to affect the accom­
plishment of educational objectives . Ratings are made in a five­
dimension classification , so that problem areas can be identified 
specifica lly . From this identification guidelines can be established 
for further diagnosis and treatment . 
'IWenty•nine students in earl Sandburg were identified by 
the principal and the teachers as ma lperformers . Among these were 
behavior problems , socia lly maladjusted • low achievers , and under­
achievers . A rating scale was filled out for each student by the 
homeroom teacher, in January and again in May. 
The PBI is a standardized scale , but standardization was 
done with j unior and senior high school students ; consequently , 
we could not use the tables for evaluating results in our K- 4 school . 
These rating scales were hand-scored. Separate box scores 
were computed for the February and June ratings . Dimension scot>es 
are computed on a rating scale of l to 5 ,  with the rating of five 
signifying optimum behaviot>. For undetermined reasons this inventory 
did not indicate any particular trend in behavior modif ication . 
Since it does not seem to add anything to the evaluation at this 
point , I am not including box scores ; however , I am giving box 
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scores for two s tudents who seemed to make significant improvement. 
A copy of all box scores with the names of students will be prepared 
for the Carl Sandburg staff . 
Student A February June 
Sum of Dimension Sum of Dimension 
Dimension Values Score Values Score 
1 .  Class room Conduct 22 1.833 39 3 . 333 
2 .  Academic Motivation 21 2 . 333 30 3 .333 
3 .  Socio-Emotional State 18 3 . 6  22 4 . 4  
4 .  Teacher Dependence 8 4 8 4 
s .  Personal Behavior 25 4 . 166 26 4 . 333 
Student B February June 
Sum of Dimension Sum of Dimension 
Dimension Values Score values Score 
1 .  Classroom Conduct 32 2 .666 38 3 . 166 
2 .  Academic Motivation 28 3 . 111 41 4 . 555 
3 .  Socio- flnotiona l State 24 4 . 8  25 5 
4 .  Teacher Dependence 5 2 . 5  9 4 . 5 
s .  Persona 1 Behavior 25 4 . 166 29 4 .833 
E. Parent Reaction 
A pa.rent reaction sheet was sent home with report cards , 
A pril l ,  197 1 .  Parents were given the option of retuming the 
sheet by mail or seooing it back by the child . They were not asked 
for signatures . A total of ll2 were returned . 
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In the f irst item , parents were given a choice of three re­
s ponses regarding how much the child talks about math at home .  
Seventy-four pa rents reported that children talk more about math 
than before the new program was inaugura ted . 
The second item again provided three choices . This time the 
object was to determine whether the children seem to like math 
more or less with the new program . Eighty-five reaction sheets 
indicated that the children like math more . 
In the third item the parent was asked to write in what the 
child is happy about . Fourteen parents said the child is happy 
about "moving f ran one room to another •" eight others said it changing 
levels -:1 nine parents said ''obvious progress , :1 and another eight 
indicated "more challenging work . "  All of these seem to indicate 
a positive reaction to f lexible grouping that a llows a child to 
move when he a s  an individua l is ready . Other significant responses 
included "doesn ' t  have to canpete ," " unders tands better , " "variety 
of activitf.es ," ·;working in small groups , n n1es s press ure , "  and 
"math seems easier . 11 
A fourth item asked • "What is your child unha ppy about?11 
Mos t parents either left this blank or wrote in 11nothing . 11 A few 
did have negative responses to offer. Six par.ent� said the child 
does not like changing rooms .  Other reasons for unhappiness were 
given as "not having math homework ,11 "not having new work sheets ,1: 
a s taying in the measurement level too long • n "work sheets , " "too 
much nois e ,  n and a everything . " 
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Additional pa.rent comments were solicited . A few of these 
are quoted below . 
I feel this is an outstanding program . Above all ,  the pressure 
is removed fran the child who is behind others in his class . 
My child a pplies math at home in money , games , etc . 
I wish more subjects could be done in this manner . 
Children can work at their own pace. Our son movea ra pidly 
but our daughter likes to work a t  a s lower pace. Both of 
them are proud of their· acoomplishments in math . Keep up 
the good work ! 
A right step forward toward better education at the elemen­
tary level .  
We have encouraged f eedback from parents at any time they 
wish to share their impressions with us . Comments come fI'equently 
to all members of the s taff . Shortly before school closed one parent 
inquired as to whether we planned to send home another parent re-
action sheet . When I indicated that we had not planned to do so , 
his respons e was , "Gee, I wish you would . My daughter didn 't really 
begin to catch fire until after we turned in the other one. This 
math program is the kind of thing we have been wishing for . For 
the first tim e ,  she real.ly likes school . 1 
A f e.w days ago I had a telephone call f rom a parent who 
has two da ughters a t  Carl Sandburg . He said that their daughters ' 
names had been on the applica tion list for the laboratory school 
for three years . That day he had been notified that the girls 
could enter the laboratory school this fall. nso ,n he said , '1we 
have a momentous decision to make . We aren ' t  sure that we wish 
to move the girls from Carl 8andburg. found that your 
new math program was just what she needed . I need to know if you 
expect to have something similar in language arts this fal1 . 1• 
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F .  Pupil Reaction 
In addition to student reaction through our forma l testing 
instruments , we asked students for infonnal ,  personal reactions 
f rom  time to time. Thei r  frank and open comments are a valuable 
part of the evaluation . For example : 
I have been in that math class for four weeks , and it is 
not fun any more . It was fun before when we did all of the 
things like walk up and down the room , but now we j us t  do 
work sheets . 
I like math better this way because you get to s tudy with 
other people . You get to be in different rooms and you 
have diff erent teachers . Another way is you don ' t  have to 
study the things you already know . You get to work on things 
you don ' t  know and you learn more . 
I am helping some girls in our class use the Continuous 
Progress Laboratory . The girls I am helping j us t  came in 
from Mrs . Roua e ' s  f ractions c lass . 
I like the math program . It is f un .  I like the way you 
learn . Today my teacher said I didn ' t  know how to add frac­
tions . Then in about ten minutes I knew how . The teachers 
help you learn fas t .  
G .  Teacher Reac tion 
There have been times when individual teachers have been 
obviously discouraged and frustra ted . The Continuous Progress 
i·1ath Program is not a way to save teachers time and energy! However , 
not once has a member of the staff s uggested going back to a tra-
ditional program . All of us are constantly evaluating , and we 
make revisions often , sometimes daily. There is open exchange 
of ideas and s uggestions for improvement. Mos t members of the staff 
communicate f reely . All teachers agreed to make plans during the 
summer for giving instruction in one or more math levels she had 
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not taught before. This will provide for greater f lexibility in 
teaching assignments . 
From the principa l ' s  point of view , I would say that preparing 
and introducing this program has provided for the Carl Sandburg 
s taff the greatest in-service education I have ever experienced . 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND RECa.iMENDAT.fOi'lS 
In making plans for the Continuous Progress Math Program , 
there was some question as to whether we should carry out any sort 
of formal evaluation during the first s emester . A few of the teachers 
thought that they would feel more a t  ease working with the new 
program if we were not concerned with eva lua ti on . Fina lly , how-
ever, we made the decision to implement the evaluation plan a s  
f ully as possible . There were s evera l reasons why such a plan of 
action seemed logica l .  
1 .  We needed any data tha t might b e  useful for modifying 
the program before beginning a full year in 1971-72 . 
2 .  Conducting a sort of tria l test of our evaluation plan 
would give us some needed experience in eva luation. 
3 .  A trial test of the instruments we had included in the 
plan would help us to determine whether they would likely 
meet our nee<.lo or whether we should discard certain ones 
and look for others . 
We were relatively sure that a pre-test and post-test sort 
of meas urement over such a short period of time would not reveal 
measurable diff erences . In this regard , we have been agreeably 
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s urprised . Even allowing for the Hawthorne effec t ,  the evaluation 
shows positive gains and meas urable results . The overa ll picture 
presented by this evaluation is very encouraging to us and should 
be to others who are considering s imilar ventures . 
As a result of our ntrial run , '  some minor changes will be 
made in both ins trwnents and proced ures . One change regarding the 
evaluation as a whole will be a move to involve the teachers more 
directly in the scoring of papers and the tabulation and interpre­
tation of data . Data was compiled for the teachers and discussed 
with them , but it proved to be very difficult for me to inte,rpret 
the data so that they could make f ull use of it . 
The diagnostic tests used for measuring performance in the 
cognitive a�eas have been revised several times already. Continu­
ing evaluation of these tests is both possible and probable , since 
each level will be taught by s evera l teachers d uring the yea r .  
Progress in cognitive learning , as indicated by tes t results and 
movement through the diff erent levels . is in keeping with our goals . 
Since the major objectives of the program are not centered around 
greater accomplishment in cognitive area s , we would be satisfied 
to have our children make the same progress in skills developnent 
that could be made in a traditional program . when they make greater 
gains in our continuous progress program than in the traditional 
classroom , we will consider that a special bonus . 
If the measures of self-concept seem to give us a broa d e r ,  
more complete picture , w e  shall continue to administer both of 
them . We had s erious reservations regarding the Lipsitt test in 
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the form for Grad es 1- 2 .  With only fif teen items and a choice 
of two respons es , ther<:! is of neces sity a very small discrepancy 
score . �e are not sure this is a va lid indica tor. Perhaps we 
should keep it in the pr'ogram until we huve used ma tched scores 
on both tests to determine significance of change . I would rec-
ommend two modifica tions in the administration of the Self-Appra isal 
Inventory . With children of this age the fac tor of anonymity seems 
less important than having matched scores ; consequently , it would 
seem des irable that s tudents write their · names on all response 
sheets . The second recommendation has to do with a purely clerica l 
matter. The score sheets for both forms of this inventory need 
to be redes igned for faster scoring . We have a lready begun such 
a revision . Since we s wnmarize the data from the Self-Appraisal 
Inventory as a total score , according to the four categories , and 
in an analysis of significant items , this instrument provides a 
great deal of information that will help us to work more effectively 
with our children . For example , one teache r ,  who was not pleased 
with the res ponse in her group to the item "I can disagree with 
my teacher , ·' said , That r s  something I need to keep in mind next 
year . "  
The Pupil Behavior Inventory probably should not be retained 
as a part of the program eva lua tion . It seems to be more useful 
in working with individual pupils who seem to have problems . T ..... 
am s ure we can make good use of i t  here . I would hope that we can 
have rating sca les f illed out by other s taff members who work with 
the children in addition to the homeroom teacher . 
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Parent reaction has been highly encouraging in getting this 
new program sta rted . A great deal of time and effort was exerted 
by staff members to make s ure tMt parents were kept informed about 
what changes we were making and our rationale for making them . 
We hope that parents will always feel free to ask questions or 
make suggestions . Open communication is essential to the success 
of any program we provide in our school . 
One handicap regarding school-parent relations has been 
an inadequate system of reporting pupil progress . Charleston schools 
have long used letter grades , which attempt to measure the child 
by a grade level standard or to measure him in competition with 
his peers . Such a practice does not fit into the philosophy and 
rationale of the Continuous Progress Program in Mathematics or 
of any individualized program , for that matter . In November, 1970 , 
the Carl Sandburg staff requested permission to pilot a new system 
for reporting pupil progress .  The proposal provides for perent 
conferences and checklists based on the individual child ' s  potentia l .  
These two reporting procedures would be alternated each quarter 
throughout the year. We hope this new system may be in effect 
on a trial �sis during the 1971-72 school yea r .  
In concluding this s tudy I should 1ike to include for close 
reexamination the objectives of the Continuous Progress Program in 
Mathematics . 
l .  To organize math instruction according to a curriculum 
outlining sequential skills , expressed in performance 
ter:ms . 
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2 .  By the use of diagnostic tests , to place each child a t  
the level Nhere h e  can function success£ ully , keeping 
in mind a t  a ll times his phys ica l ,  menta l ,  social ,  and 
emotional maturity . 
3 .  Through the use of individual pr-ogress records , to keep 
aware of tl:e level and the rate of each child ' s  progress .  
4 .  To keep grouping f lexible so tl1at the child can :nove 
from one leve 1 to another when he is ready , even if it 
means changing classrooms and teachers . 
S .  To remove the trauma associated with retentio n .  
6 .  To provide levels of enrichment f o r  the rapid learner . 
7 .  To acquire and organize a great variety of instructional 
materials so tha t the teacher will find these readily 
available. 
8 .  To individualize ins truction so that a child is always 
working on the skills for which he is ready and is using 
materials a ppropriate to his needs .  
9 .  To continua lly evaluate the program and make whatever 
modifica tions offer promis e of more effec tive instruction . 
lO . To insure that every child f eels good about himself and 
his experiences with math. 
11. To mainta in close contact with parents regarding the 
progress of the child and his reaction to the continuous 
progress progr�m . 
12 . To give every teacher a grea ter sense of sa tisfaction 
and accomplishment in her work . 
On the basis of the evaluation described in this paper , we 
believe the program can meet the objectives s e t  up for it . Because 
the Carl Sandburg staff is committed to the process of planning , 
presentation , evaluation , and modification , the program shows every 
indication of becoming increasingly effective in the coming years . 
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C4 
�:JR P�HLOSOPHY 
It is the purpose of the pu blic schools to s timula te and direct 
the growth of every pupil through the exercise of his talents tow.:ird 
the riches t and most intelligent pa rticipa tion in the society and 
the world in which he lives . 
Each child brings to the elementa ry school his own unique interests , 
abi li ties , cultural background , ma turity , and motor development . The 
elementary teacher must accept the child where he is and help him to 
develop wha tever potential he has . 
The e lementary school should be a happy place where children are 
encouraged to express their ideas and to develop creativi ty and resourc e­
fulness . 
In the elementary scl1ool it is our ohjective to foster hones ty , 
reverence for beauty, respect founded on understanding and courtesy , 
and above all to develop in each child a positive self-concept beDed 
on an awa reness of his m·n a bili ties as \··ell as his limitations . 
The elementci ry years should provide time for the child to explore 
many a reas of the \JOrld a round him . A t  t:!1e same time it is in thes e 
years tha t we must provide a s olid foundation for greater learning . 
Clence it is vital tha t he learn basic skil ls for communicating with 
both written and s pok·2n la ngua ges and m<_;t11errw tics skills which afford 
a basis for his everyday living and for further s tudy in sci entific 
c:ireas . He should learn to form opinions based on an unders ta nding 
of concepts f undamental to a democratic society . As he progresses 
through the school he should be encouraged to a ssume gradually the 
responsibility for his own learning . 
To accomplish these needs a l l  members of the staff mus t \·JOrk 
together and with the parents of the children we tea c h .  
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OBJIX:TIVES OF THE T01"'AL SCHOOL PROORAM 
l .  To est:ablish a ! e?.H.'i�i�g en,1ir onmem· where <-·very child can learn e1s much 
(.I� h'� can as fast as he can ar..d be l1:1ppy while do:i.ng i t .  
l .  To acc ept a child where he is and provide experiences a t  the level where 
he can be succe�sful. 
j.  TG• encourage free':lorr. of verbal ,::did wr�.tten exp1,ession. 
4 .  'Io stimulate cre-stivity and resourcefulness .  
s .  To help each child build a positive seD: -concept based on an awareness of 
his abilities as well as his limitations . 
& .  To provide time for t·he child to explorl� m�,ny areas of the world around him o 
1 .  To eoooui"'ilge chi ldren to assume gradually the l'E!Sponsibility for their own 
learning . 
s .  To help the child develop basic skills of ccmrnunicat:· on. 
9. To provide every child with basic ma thematica l skills 1n computation and 
reasoni.ng. 
iO. To help children fo:i:m opinions based on fundamental coocepts and organized 
factual materia l .  
11. To stimulate pupil enthusiasm for school experiences aud the learning procesc; . 
12. To instill in children consideration for others based .m a recognition of 
the t'ights and dignity of the individua l ,  regardless o:..: rac e ,  c reed , or 
economic status o 
L3. To assist the pupils in building and maintaining prope� health habits . 
14. To establish a nd  maintain open coounllliication with parerits , through conference� 
and both formal and infonnal reporting procedures o 
. . 
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OB,JBCTIV ES Of' THE CONTINUOUS FROGRESS HA TH PROORAM 
To o�-rani�� math i1u;t;:·uction a:�col-.Jiug tc. <71 curriculum out:l:i.ning sequential 
�kills ' exprf'!s &ecl ::.:1 p�r:for.•mance terms e 
2 .  By the use of diagnostic tests , to place each .::hi.ld at the level where he 
co.n function s uc'.cessfully, keeping in mind at 3 11  times his phys ica 1 ,  menta l �· 
so1'ia l ,  and emotional maturity ., 
3 .  Through the use of inctividua l progress recorx'ls , to keep aware of the level 
and the xiate of �1ch child 's progre$S o 
4 .  To keep grouping f lexible so that the child can move from one level to 
another when he is ready � even if it means changing classrooms and teachers " 
s .  To remove the trauma associated with reten tion" 
6 .  To provide levels of enrichment for the rapid lea·;.--nero 
7. To acquire &nd organize a gr-eat variety of instructional materials so tha t 
th� teacher will find these readily available o 
a .  To individllil lize ins truction so that a child is always working on the skills 
for which he is ready and is using mat�rials appropriate to his needs o 
9, To acquire and o�anize a great variety and quantity of instructional materials 
so that the teacher will find these readil.y availableo 
10. To continually evaluate the program and make whatever modifications offer 
pl'Omise of more effective instruction . 
n .  To insure that every child feels good about himself and his experiences with 
ma tho 
12. To maintain close contact with parents regarding the progress of the child 
and his reaction to the continuous progress program . 
13.  To give every teacher a greater sense of satisfaction and accomplishment 
in her work o 
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EVA LUJ.\'1'ION OF COt-;?INUOUS PROORESS MATH PROORAM 
L A t  the pllP.$�!'1t t:tme \··� anticipat:e thf:! us e  of the following eva lttati.on 
in�t.rument:!:t a "'.· i  -c�ch.niques: 
A o  diagnosti� p1•e:-.t:e-,r'::s �nd post .... tests to measure individual 
pupil prog·re:;;s 
l3., attitude �!"!a le admi'1ist-ere1i or, a pt•e-test and post- te:t basis 
C .. self-concept: sea le administered (.1n a prie�test and post-test 
basis 
D .  persona l behavior inver:t:ory administered on a pre---· and post�test 
basis to those students identified by te:ichers as malperforming 
before initia�icn of pl"OgT.am o 
Eo evaluation of socio-emotional behaviors , based on observation 
of teachers , student teachers : and building principal 
F ft feedback in writirig fx·om teachers , students , and parents o 
IL Pre-tests will be admi:nisterec:i before the initiation of the cont:inuous 
progress math progmm and post-tests will be given for the first: time 
at: the end of this school year even though we realize that a ha 1f-year9 
with the program consuming only one hour each day , may not show a 
measurable differenceo These same and additional measurements will be 
used again next year .. 
UL Even though increased dcademic accomplishm�nt is not a major objective 
of the continuous progress program,. we expect that our students will 
a�hieve at least a$ well academica lly as in a traditio�l program ., We 
are willing to have them tested by unit-wide achievement tests , at 
anytime i with a subsequent comparison of scores from the various schools .. 
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NAME LEVEL l ���----�--�----------------
+ learned 
- introduced 
blank (doean ' t  apply) 
A .  Understands the concept of seta . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
B. CoWltB to find number of members in a set from 1-9 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
c. can match one-to-one membez-a of sets • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
a. Can uae term more than • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
b. can use term less than • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
D. can use terms common to mN&urentMt: 
long , short, high , low, far, nea�, large, small • • • • • • • •  , • • • • • • • • • •  
E. Recogn:l.see b&aic shapes: triangle, circle square • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
F. Recognise• where numbers are ueed : 
calmd&i-, clock , house, phone, book pages , coina . , • • • • • • • •  ., • • • • • • •  
· G. Recognises coins : penny , nickel, dime • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  , . . .. . .. . .. . . .. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
can me orelina ls first through fifth . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
J\ssociatee numerals 1-9 '.'11th seta of 1-9 memb•N • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • •  
J\saociat .. the nmeral •:on and the word zero with M empty set • • • •  . -
• 
• 
• 
• 
� 
• 
• 
. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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MA THEHATICS SKILLS CHECKLIST 
LEVEL 2 
+ learned 
- introduced 
blank (does n ' t  apply) 
A, 'Associates numerals with sets af objects • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  ----
8, Associates 0 with the empty seto • • • • O • • o • • • • • • • O • • • • • • • • • o • • • • • • • o • • • • • -,_ __ _,,. 
c. can write nUJnera.ls to 10 • • • • • • • • • • • • •  e " • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1-----1 
D. Recognizes sequence of numbers o .. s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .  o • • • • •  .,_ __ __. 
E. can canpare s ets in terma of more than , less than , greater 
than, fe-1er than • • • • • • • • • • • • o • • • • • � • o • o • • o • • • • • o • • • • • • • • • • o • • • • • • • • • • • •._ __ �_. 
]\·'l\l'HFJ..mTICS SXILL.S CH�KLIST 
I! : 1- t.E'!EL 3 DATE 
1 E) �- �n1 ic: cLrnent 
.� - i.•ev l e1,�· ·1 .. •• 1x.sic 
'P 1dition 
+ l.aa L ;H� 
::.. int l'oduced 
blank (does n ' t  apply ) 
2 .. 
. I 
r-.s}; ocia tes add . . icn with jcir j nq o.t set:l . ..  <' • 3 • • •  ., • •  " ' • • < n " 0 • •  " " • " i--� 
Undet·st·and,:.; · .. urn�uta tive pL'op�r·ty : 3+:l � 2+3 .. ., ., ., o • •  • .,  , � .  , . ..  " . ,.  .. .  0 . } j j 
F .  Addi tion I to 10 • iJt ... . o " • " " ,) � c. • o • (\ o • o , • • • •  <I . .. °" . ., " "" ., o o o u .. , o 
·k 2 - Dnders tcUKb v't'Obl�m� �?ith mi�sing :iGdeoos • o • " ,  � .  • .  • , .• , .. . . . ..  � . ..  � .  • ---
(,:E·�\ 3 .,  C'.an Wl"ite addition :::.�ntences ht;!���·-.t by pictures or objecl:s o • • • u • "tj. ( 
: J 4 .. Knows (h..iS memorized) addit.ion fac·ts to S . .. e o o  .. .. . . .  � • • H  , ., ., .  .... n o  
-� .. 
( . Subt:tet;!tion I " .t .. Associate� �ubt ract:iol' tirtth 'toking aw.ay sets • < • • • •  ., . . .. . . . . � o ., . . .. .  ., ;�--J 
"' · 2 ,. Relr1tes minus s i g.•1  ( - ) to sttbtt'ii• :t:i ·:>n , , .. � r • <• o o • U <> • <> • • • o •  · � " ' " "' " " ' " �--� 
* . 5 .. J<ncws that <:>ubtraet::lof' i !  the 'i�ve:r•se of art 1:J.t:ion .. . . . . � � . • •  0 ,  •• • • .. .. 1 -·-i 
* 
3.,_2 :: s 5-2 ;.:: 3 ' 
4 .. caii i.·1rite � ubt:Nct:io;i sentenc:{:>S he 1 ped by picti.ll1es or c:,tj<-?<: ts 
5 ,  r.an wri te .nis� ir1g mun�rals in subtr-a'-'tion Q � J ....: 1 �· .-. D ::.: 4 I .. " 1·- ·· ' 
. · +--�·
· 
!:>, can r.acognJze and nemP. bo!31c sl:a '=:es in va-riou5 surt•oundings. , . . ., ... ,. .. .. ... , �--·, 
.t... ean ca11 pen:ty , n1,·ke1 ., dir1 e , qu..a rt�l.' by nome ·o ol , .. .. � o .  u .. . . ..  , .. . .. ,, • • •  , � .. l-·- I 
�an compare number·-; in s. set of ten o\ l�ss i;. tems o.f mc.r-:'! than , j J r. 
.I.es;, than, gt·E-"ati:t· tho!' ! fe\·:ic.:?l' t.hdr· , � • . • .  , .. -. • • • •  " � " .  o .. , ... , , • , . .. .. .. .. .  � .. . .. ·.-· -
··
· - •• 
r ;, ., !<. 'OJ.JS Ot·:]incil� fil'::;f through n:J l'\t".'h <·e V •' • • <' • <> o t> <> Q � u <> • • • < " o • o • • • "' " " " '- <i " o °' J 
r---- -1 :.· 1:.. }�jtOws the: �y:nbols .for equal t net· �1.'.la .i ( � ,¢. j , • •  " .. ., .  � .. . .. .  , o .. .  b , ., .. . ... . .  ,, J 
•' C-· --- \ 
�,; 1 .. .:...-ir r.:ell t:;..n1e ty t.:aE" c .L )Ck to t:he ::: �.13 l'€";jt houtt .. " ... o . ..  « . ..  � • " , • .• ., .. .. .  � .. . ,. J __ , _ _ , 
· · i ct · i .. . h I I J .  �..:i11 d�SOC!J.;)te �·.'f-l't.;.. UJ:' ':.': 1e au Wl.t � Spe�. :C::1� OUt'S ,. • • . o ,  � . .. - • • , • •  ,f • .. c-·-·, 
Ccln 1.vr·ite rids.sing numerals in subtr.act:ion _, n . . .. .. . . .  o . . . .. .. . ..  , • ., .. ., , • •  o ,  • • . ··-· · ·_l 
� ; L.. Con t,'7l"it e nurn.bFil" fami.lie$ • � .  c .  " .. o , ,  • •  ., • ••  ., • ., o .  o . . .. . . � ... . ., . "  •• � .,  " s  .. .. .. .  o o .  J � , r--· -•·• ".J . Cari tell when to add C i': subt1.-act when given situations • � � . . ... ., ..,  • ., � • • • •  ol __ J 
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l'lll 'l'HFJIIATICS SKILLS CHECKLIST 
LEVEL 4 
+ learned enriclunent 
review 
basic 
- introduced 
blank {doesn't apply) 
Ao Collections of 10. 
:': l .,  un:iel'Stands that a collection of J. O  is represented by a 2-digit 
numeral with a placeholder o (In 2 0 ,  the 2 represents tti\l ,  
the 0 � ) • • • •  0 " 0 0 0 " • •  e e • • • • • • •  0 0 • 0 • •  Q • • • • • • •  0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
�': 2 o  Can associate 10, 2 0 ,  30 , • •  � 90 \i•ith collections of 10 • • • • • • • • • •  
* 3 .  Can read , write 2-digit numerals ending in zero • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • o •  
* 4 o  can read a nd  write 2-digit numerals not ending in zero • • • • • • • • • • •  
of: S o  Can write numerals 0-.100 in sequence • • • • • • • • • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
* G o  can canpare numbers fro,n 10-100 in terms of greater than , 
less than, more , fewer • • • o • • • • • • • o • o • o • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  
* 7. can count by tens to �.00 " • • • • • • • • • •  0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
* 8 0  can fim page nwnber�J quickly to 100 using knowledge of lO's 
and l t. 0 e 0 • e O e e G e & O .; e • e e e e e e e • e • e 0 e 0 e e 0 e e e e • • •  e e 0 e e e e e 0 e e • 0 • 0 • e e 0 
B. Knows addition and subt·.'action facts to S • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  o .. . . . . . ..  o • • • •  
Co Understands that each ''hole thing contains 2 halves • • • • •  o • • • • • • • • • • • •  
D. undex-stands that � of an object ia one of 2 parts that are the 
) Eo 
) F. 
same size o o o o • • • • • •  , • •  o • • • • •  o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  o o • • • • • • • • •  o • • • • • •  o o o • • •  
understands mathematical symbola < / • • • • • • • • • • • • o o o o o e o ro o • o  
can recognize cup , i>int , half=-pint , quart containers . . . . . . . . . .. . .  o . .. ..  .. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
' 
. 
. 
� - enrichment 
\2; - :r:eview 
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LEVEL S DATE 
+ learned 
.. introctuced -:c - basic blank (doesn ' t  apply ) 
A .  J<nCMa simple addition facts to 10 • • • •  O O O O • � o o • • • O • • • • • • • O & • O • \'ll f't • O • • • •  
B, can add problems with 3 addends with awns les� than 10 
. . . . . . .. . . . .  0 .. .  . 
c, can recognize associative property of additic.n : (2+3)+4 = 2+{ 3+4) • • •  " °  
o. can tell when to add or aubtl"aCt • • • • • •  0 • •  e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . · . . . . .. . � • •  
E. can write nwnber families 
F'. can write missing numerals in aubtraction 
G. OpeNtions with 2-�igit nunerals. 
6 
-
2 = 4 
• • • o • o o • • tt & '1 •  
� • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • n o e o " e • • •  
can add 2-digit nunerala ending in zero • • • o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • e u -. o � •  
* 2 o can subtract 2-digit numel'als ending in zero · · · · · · · · · · · · · � · • • u • • •  
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
. 
• * 3 o can add 2-digit nwnemls not ending in zero without regrouping • 0 • 
·�· 4 o C.n aubtmct 2-digit numerala not ending in Ml'O without regroupin 1C 
H.· can join equivalent sets (2 aeta of 4 = 8� • • • • • • • • • •. • • • • • •  .., . . . . .. .  u .. 
I .  can partition seta of lea• than 1 0  into 3 subsets u • • • •  u • • •  o u " °  n .  o 
J. can partition sets {less than 10 or 10 int<> equivalent subsets . . ..  ., .. . .  
' 
K. can t•ll there are 5 pennies in a nickel , � nickel.a c.r 10 pennies 
in a dime • • .  o • o o • • • • • • •  \) • • • • • • • •  o • • • • • • • •  , . • •  o . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . o o o o � • o Q o o 
L. can estimate length of time 'to do specific c1ctivitiea · • • • • • 0 ·� • 4 0 0 0 0 0 0  
M. Meaau� 
([) l .  Linear - ca n  tell there are 12 inches in one foot • • • · • • • • o • • • u • • o  
'!) 2 o Linear - Can tell thezie aiie 3 feet in one yal'Cl . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .  0 0 0 • •  
© 3 o Time - can tell time by the clock to the neareat half ht>ur .. . ..  � " o  .. 
t (� 4 . 
r.) 5 0 
can tell there are 60 min. in 1 hr� • • • • • • • • • • •  , • • • . • • 0 0 • <> 0 0 • •  
can tell there are 24 hrs .  in l day • r •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 0 . .. 0 .  " • • •  
C&n tell there are 7 days in l wk . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ' D • , • • • • • o •  
can tell there aN 28-31 days :.n a month • • • • • • • • • • . • • •  c • • • • • •  
can tell there are 12 months i;.1 a year • • • • • • • • • •  ., .. .. ., . . . . . . .. . . 
Liquid - Can tell there are 2 cupr; in one pint • • • • • • • • • · • • o o • • • • o  
Liquid - Can tell thet•e are 2 pin·i:s in one quart • • • •  � o .. . . . . .. .  � o . ..  
• 
• 
c 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
0 
• 
• 
• 
0 
• 
l I. 
! 
. 
! 
j i I l 
• 
I 
I ! 
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I 
i i I 
I 
i 
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MATHEMATIC:S SKILLS CHOCKLIST 
NAME LEVEL 6 
+ learned 
- introd uced 
enrichment 
review 
basic blank (does n ' t  a pply) 
A .  Addition 
·: 1 .  Knows addition facts to 10 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
'• 2 .  Understands commutative property -- 9 + 7 = 7 + 9 ,  etc . . . . . . . . . • .  
:': 3 .  Understands problems with missing addends . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
6 + 0 = 9 or 10 = 6 + D D - 4 = 6 
-� 4 .  Can recognize associative property of addition • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
7 + ( 3  + 4) = ( 7  + 3 )  + 4 
B. SubtNction 
·': 2 . 
Knows subtt"action facts to 10 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
Knows that subtraction is the inverse of addition • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
As shown in number f amiliea 3 + 5 = 8 
8 - 3 = s 
s + 3 = 8 
8 - s = 3 
c. Can decide whether to add or subtract in a given situation (s tory 
prob le.ms ) • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  � • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
) D .  can write addition and subtmction equations accompanied by pictures 
or objects , to 10 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • •  
) E. can tell there are S pennies in • nickel, 2 nickels and 10 pennies in 
B dime • • •  • • • • • • • •  • • • • •  • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  • • • •  • • • • • • •  • • • • •  • • • • • • •  
F. Co1lection of 10 's . 
.': l . Understands place value to hundred's place • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
195 = hundreds , tens , ones 
�---- ��-- ��-
·� 2 .  Can write numerals 0-200 in sequence • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
. 
. 
. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
. 
. 
. 
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N71ME LEVEL 7 
® enrichment ® review 
DATE 
+ leamed . 
- introduced 
�·: basic blank (doesn ' t  apply ) 
;) A ,  Operations with 2-digit nwnerals . 
® l o 
® 2 . 
® 3 .  
® 4. 
Can add 2-digit numerals ending in ze·i..'O 
can subtract 2-digit numerals ending in 
can add 2-digit numerals ending in zet•J 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  0 • • •  
Zel'O • • • • • • • . .. .  o • • • • • • • • •  
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  ,, • • • •  0 • • •  
Can subtract 2-digit numerals not ending in zero without 
reg-%'0uping • o • • • •  o • • • • • •  " • •  o • • •  o • • • •  (I ,. • • • • • • • • • • • • •  o • o • o • o • • • •  o • •  
* B .  Operations with 3-digit numere ls . 
-!: 1 . Can add 2 digit numerals with 3 digits 
92 + 35 = 127 
�<c 2 .  Can subtract 2-digit numerals f rom 3 diglt nwnerals o ,.  . .  . o  • •  o o .  o .. 
i17 - 42 ; D 
* 1 .  Can tell time by the clock to the neare�� hour • • • •  " . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 
* 2 .  Can tell time by the clock to the nea:·est . .alf hour • • •  ,. • • •  o o • • • •  
D. Money 
* 2 � 
Can call penny , nickel, dime, quarter by name � · · • • • • • o • • o • • • • • O • •  
Can call half dollar and dollar by name · · · · · · · •· • • • • • • o • · · · · · · · · ·  
Can recognize and use cent sign ( ¢ )  and dollar Si'.fl { $ )  o • • • • • • • • •  
Can tell there a re  2 quarters in lj dollar, 4 quarc:�rs i.n 1 
dollar , 2 ha lf-dolla.t'S in l dollar • • • •  o o • • • • • • • •• •  � • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
can name coins needed to make a specific S \lll · · · � · · � ft • • • • • o • • • • • •  
.35¢ = dimes and = pennies 
or 
nickels 
. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
. 
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MATHEMATICS SXILLS CH�KLIST 
NAME LEVEL 8 DATE --------
enrichment + learned 
review - introduced ® basic blank (does n ' t  apply) 
A ,  Addition 
* 1 .  C. n  discover subsets to 14 . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
* 2 .  Knows addition facts to 14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
B. Subtraction 
:� 1. Can discover subtraction facts to 14 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
* 2 .  Knows subtraction facts to 14 • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
.. � 3. can work wol"d problems in addition a nd  subtraction to 14 • • • • • • • • •  
c. Collections of lO's 
* 1. can write numeNls to 1000 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
* 2 .  Recognises sequence of nUIDbers 0-1000 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
D. Understands symbols greater than , more than , with facts to 14 • • • • • • • •  
E. Basic Fractions--Recognition , Naming , Demonstrating. 
"� l • can recognize a fraction as pa rt of a whole . 
�  a .  Can show by pointing out tha t a simple f Nction names a 
given part he \'1hole . , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
"The shaded area ii one half or 
one of two equal parts'' 
* b .  can name th nominator and can explain that it l'epresents 
the total nwnber of parts of a whole • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · · · · · · · · ·  
:'( c .  can name the numeNtor and can explain that i t  ·repl'eSents 
a certain amount of the total parts · · · · · · · · · · � · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  . 
1, 2. can write fractional names of halves , thirds , fourths , fifths , 
sixths , eighths , twelfths . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
. 
• 
. 
·.': a • Writes fractional name of the shaded area of a whole • • • • • • • • •  • () = � I? liiiil = 3/? 
:'( b .  can draw pictures to illustrate given fractions • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  • 
2/3 = ? 2/3 = � 
76 
MATHEMATICS SKILlS CHECKLIST 
LEVEL 8 (con ' t) PAGE 2 
� F .  Can name coins needed to make a specific sum · · � · · · · · · · · � · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·��_.... 
67¢ = quarters ---
dimes 
--- nickels 
pennies 
Understands mathema tical symbol X .  · · · · · · � · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·.,_� ...... 
Counting by 5 's and 10 's  0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  � • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  0 • • • • • • •  ·---
I 
I t::.M.E: ·--- �- ------- ···--- ··  ·-· · · - ---�-{i)1�; enx·ici'1ment if) revie.; 
77 
u '111 9 DATE 
+ leax·ned 
� introduced 
'I: ba:>ic: blank (doesn ' t  apply) 
A Arldition 
.. 1 0  can discover subS(:tS 14 ... ).8 
:': 2 . Knows addition f a�ts 14-18 
c • " • 0 0 c • "' 0 0 ., 0 0 0 • ., 0 0 0 .. . . . .  0 • 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 • •  " 0 <> .. LJ 
0 0 • 0 0 0 c 0 • � • • 0 • • • • • •  0 0 • • • • • G 0 " 0 0 0 .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 .LJ 
t Can discover subtraction facts 14-1?: • • • • � • • • • • • • • o • • • • • n • • n • � • � • • • • • " � 
I C Can solve number stc.riP.$ that involve money .. . . . .. . . .  ., • • • • • •  o • •  o .  " . . . . . .. 
) P  Understands telling time to five.,.,minut:� intervals • • o • o • • • • <> • • • • • • • o • o> •  
I r Meas urement 
1g) 1 .. Linear 
can tell there· arP. 12" in a foot, 3 f t  o in a yaro ? O O O Q " 0 ., 0 0 0 0 0  
c.an measure to the inch and half inch O O O O O O • O o G O O O O O O O o o O O O O O O  
understands that a figu�e such as a rectangle or a triangle 
consists of line segments .. . . . .. . . .. o .. . . . . . . .  " .  o • • • •  o • •  o • • •  ., ,, o .. .  . 
c.an recognize a riah�a� \gle o o o o o o <> o o o o .e, o �'f!!l 0 0 1 0 0 0 t i • o o o o o o o o <> o (call� �i quare corners a" �ius eve , 
@ 2 0  Liquid 
can recognize cup, pint > ha lf-pint ,, quart , half-gallon , 
I 
I ; 
I . 
i 1 
I l 
! 
. . 
l 
I 
' 
I 
i 
I I I 
I I 
I 
' 
gttllon containers .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .  o .. . . c o .. . .. ..  o o • •  o o . .. . . . ..  o .. . .. ..  o . . ..  o o o 0 ! ..____ , 
.. I -
( 
I 
.. . I 
: 
I 
I 
� F ' 
@ b . c.an tell there ai:•e 2 pints in 1 quart . . .. .. . 0 • • • 0 • 0 • • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • • 0  
� C o can tell there are 2 cups in 1 pint • • • • 0 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 • 0 • 0 0  
(§) d o can tell thel'e is l cup in 1 half�pint 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • • 0 0 0  
Counting by 2 's to 100 • . • •  ,, . • •  �· . . . .. . .  o • •  o o � o n • • • • • • • • • • • •  �, • o • o • .., . .. . .  . 
2 ,4 ,6 ,etc .. l ,3 ,s ,e!:c . 
0 �1 
0 ' -
78 
LEVEL 10 
$: + learned - introduced 
.•. " -
enrichment 
review 
basic blank (doesn't a pply) 
NUMOOTION AND MONEY 
A .  Numeration 
* 1 .  Can . identify place value using tems : ones , tens , hundreds � 
* a .  can say what place :1 .e. tens , hundreds , or one. ) eech 
digit of a numeral l1<!presents • • • • •  o · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • o • • • • • •  
"385 is three hund�eda , etc . "  
* b .  can translate a numeral into a place value chart . . . . ,, . . . . . . . . 
�cl.;. +ens 1:11'.!C.S 3as = L_J 1 �: -- -
* 2.  Can demonstrate place valu� four ways . 
@ a .  325 = 300 + 20 + 5 . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . o • • • • • • • • • • • •  ., . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 
@ b .  109 = l hundreds , 0 tens , 9 ones • • • • • • • • • • • • • • o • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
* c .  3 hundred , 9 tens , 3 orus -· 393 • • • • • • . • • •  � • • • •  ., • o • •  o . . . . . .. . .  . 
* d .  400 + 20 + 8 = 428 • • • • • • • o • o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • �  
* 3. can rename numbers four wayf • 
* a .  32:5 = 300 + 10 + 15 • • • • . . • . • • • • • • • .  o • • • • • • • • • •  " • • • •  o • • • • • • • • •  
* b. 109 = 10 tens , 9 onee • . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • •  ,, . .  G • • • • • •  .a • • • •  
* c .  3 hundl'eds , 8 tens , 13 on�"> = 393 • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
* d .  300 + 120 + 8 = 428 • • • • • •  •1. � . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "' • •  0 • • • • • • • • • • •  
B. Can use money sumbols in addition • nd subtraf!tion. 
* 1 .  c.an write and put in dollar sign and cent point f l'Cfn oral 
dictation . $9.26 , $87 .06 , $41 050 o • • o • o • • · · · · · · · · · � · · · · • o o • • · · · · ·  
* 2 .  can read amounts of money wit.\ dollar sign am cent point • • • • • • • •  
{t 3 .  can add amounts of money to St;ns ol $ 9 9 .  
* a .  can add two or more amountfi of mfjney of less th&"ln $1 . 00 
with swn less than $1 .00 . (no ren•Ging) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • o • • • • o  
$$42 -!· $ .10 + $ .06 • [I 
• 
• 
. 
• 
' 
• 
c 
. 
. 
. 
I 
, 
. 
• 
' 
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MJ.\'I'f-lEMATICS SJGLU> CH£�fiLIST PAGE 2 
�" b .  Ca n  add tt-10 o r  more amo:..mts of money with s um  of more 
than $J . •  00 . (no r�aming) o • ., " • •  � • • • • • • •  , • • • • • • • • • • •  ., • o ft • • • • • •  ----
$ .62 
+.46 
$1.6'8 
* 4 .  Can subtract amounts of money with minuends of $99. 
* a .  can subtract amounts of money less than a dolla1· • • • • •  o . . . . . .. . .  , 
$ .49 - $ .26 = o 
* b .  can subtract amounts of money more than $1. (no renaming ') • • • • •  , 
$1.62 
.32 
* c.  can subtrect amounts of money of mo£1e tMn a dollar with 
.,._ ____ 
..... ---1 
remainders less than $1.00 • •  o • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • o • o • • · · · · · ·  ---
$1.42 
- .81 
$ .61 
(E) en r".f.c hmen t ® review 
80 
LEVEL 11 
+ learned 
- introduced 
* basic blank (doesn't Apply) 
ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION 
A .  Addition 
* 1 .  Xnowa 100 basic addition facts • 
� a. can recall facts quickl.y 3 + 4 = 7 · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • • • u • • • · · · · ·  
® b .  Can supply missing addend to silve a n  equation . 2 + ? = 8 • • • •  
* c .  can write appropriate �ition equations to sol"e story and 
situation pX'Oblens . • • • • • • .  o . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,, " • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
Renames , when appropriate , to add through hundreds 
16 
+ 28 -
126 
+ 147 
203 
+ 177 
'l • o • • • • o • • • • • • o  
* 3 .  Can perform column and multi.place addition requirinH renaming • • • • •  
156 
207 
+ 358 
® 4 . Understands and is able to demonstrate renaming in addition . . .. . . " 
38 = 3 tens + 8 ones 
+ 54 = S tens + 4 ones ---- 8 tens + 12 ones = 9 tens + 2 onea , or 92 
Bo Subtraction. 
�� 1 .  Knows l.00 basic subtmction facts . 
can recall facts quick}¥ 17 - 9 = 8 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • O • • • o o o • • • •  
Can supply missing aubtNhend or minuend to solve an 
equation 8 • ? = 4 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • o • o  
�': c .  can write appropriate subtraction equationa to solve story 
al'ld Situation problems • • • .  • .  • • • • • o • • •  • • • • • • • • • • • •  • • • • •  • • • • •  • • 
* 2 .  Renames nwnerala 1 to 9 to subtrc1ct . 
* a • Through tens 
* b .  Through hundreds 
• • • • • • • • • • • o • • • • • • • • o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
42 
1-27 
• • • c:: • • o • • � • • t • • • o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • o • o • • • •  
l.32 
84 
. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
. 
• 
• 
• 
. 
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LEVEL ll MATHFi•IATICS SKILLS CHECKLIST PAGE 2 
* 3 .  can rename to s ubtract using O in ones and tena • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
ao 
- 23 
104 
- 67 
Undel'Stands and can demonstrate renaming in eubtract:ion 
96 = 9 tens , 6 ones. = a tens , 16 ones 
- 78 1 tens, 8 ones l ten, 8 ones = 18 
__ __. 
NAME 
�: - enr:f.chment review basic 
8� 
LEVEI� 12 
B.ASIC FRACTIONS 
+ learned 
- introduced 
.blank (do-.sn ' t  apply) 
A. Recognition , Naming , Demonstxating 
® l. Can recognize a fraction as part of a whole. 
® a .  Can show by pointout out that a simple faction names 
a given pa of the whole • • • • • • • • • • •  o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • O • • • • • • •..,_ __ _,.. 
"The shaded area is one half or one 
of two equal parts'" 
enominator and can explain that it represents 
the total number of parts of a whole • • • • • • • • • • • • • • o • • • • • • • • • • • ...,. _ __.,.. 
can name the nwnex.tor and can explain that it represents a 
certain amount of the total parts • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •-........--_.,. 
® 2 .  Can give fractional names of halves , thiros , fourths , fifths , 
aixtha , eighths , twelfths . 
® a .  Identifies f Mctional name of the shaded al'eli of a whole • • •  o • • . f) = ?/2 ii = 3/? . .....,__  
can draw pictures to illustrate given fNCtions • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  ---
2/3 = ? 2/3 = � 
· B. Use of fNctional nwnber line. 
if:. 1. Can determine which fmctions on a number line are greater or 
less . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  o • • •  ..,___....,. 
1/3 <.._ 1/2 
¥c 2 .  can tNnslate points on the number line into fractions • • • • • • •  ., • • •  __ _ 
* a .  simple fraction ----�--' = l/2 l -_...,, __ ,.,__ , = 2/3 . . . . . . ........ _ ..... 
� b. mixed number 1.__ ....._ _ __.__,...., _ _..,1£ = 1\ • . • . • . • • . . . . . . . .  o • • • • • •  ,._ _ __, 
* c .  improper f raction t ..-------•i--1\ = 3/2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  ..._ __ 
8 3  
LEVEL 12 (con't) �GE 2 
� 3 .  can translate fractions into points on the number line . 
-;.t< a .  
-� b. 
simple fraction l/3 = l '. �-.....,__ ... J__ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .,__  _, 
mixed number 114 = l .__ ___  __..._...._ ............ _,..,...........� . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..._ _ _, 
� c .  improper fmction 4/3 = _____ , __ , ...... � . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ...._ _ _. 
: c. Adding and subtracting like fl'ections . 
"'*-. 1. can add like fractions with denominators • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ·-..... -� 
/2 , /3 1 /4, /S , /6 , /8 , /l2 
1/3 + 1/3 = 2/3 3/5 + 3/5 = 6/5 
*. 2 .  CAin subtract like fiectiona with denominators • • • • • • • • • • • • •  o o • • • • •  •-,__--"' 
/2 , /3 , /4 , /S , /6 , /8 , /12 
2/4 - 1/4 = 1/4 3/6 - 1/6 = 2/6 
<E) enr�chment ® rrevie.'1 
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LEVEL 13 
+ learned 
- introduced 
* basic blank (doean' t  a pply ) 
BASIC ME1\SURF.MENT T.ND WEIGHT 
A .  Time 
1 .  Can recall and write equivalence and abbreviations . 
® a .  60 seconds = 1 .lli.nute; sec .. , m:.n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .  . 
(B) b .  60 minutes c 1 hour · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • o • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • o • • • •  
® c .  24 houl'S = l day • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • 1 • • · · � · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • •  
� d .  7 days = l week · · · · · · · · • • • o • • • • • • • o o • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  
* e .  365 days = l year • • • • • • • • • • o • • , , o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • o • • •  
* f .  366 days = 1 leap year • • • • • • • • · • � o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
� g .  12 months = 1 year • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
* 2 .  can recall that Febroat'y has 28 days , 2� on leap year • • • •  0 • • • • • • •  
* 3 .  
® 4 .  
® 
® 
® 
* s .  
* 6 . 
* 7. 
can recall which monthS have 30 days and which have 31 • • • • • • • • • • •  
can write date: 
a • uaing nurnel'Cl ls 1/1/71 • • . • . . • . . . . .  0 • •  c • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  n 
b .  Using month name January 1 ,  1971 . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .  . 
c .  Using month abbl'eviation Jan. 1 ,  1971 , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  0 • • •  
can read a clock ( tell time) to the minute • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
Can write the time from dictation • • • • • • o o o • • • t o • • • O • • • o o o o o o • o • • •  
"three forty-five" (dictated ) ;  3 :45 (w11.tten by student) 
can write the time two ways from reading the clock (l) 2 : 15, or (2) fifteen minutes past two 
(1) 6 : 53, or (2) seven minute! til s1iven 
* a ..  Can write appropriate equations to solv� problena of tu, . • • • . . . •  
* 9. can draw hour and minute hands on a clock to show a given \me • • •  
2 :18 24 min. tc. 7 
0 
. 
• 
. 
• 
. 
• 
• 
. 
• 
• 
• 
. 
• 
• 
. 
• 
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t:'.'11;:;JJ .l3 (COl' l t) f· ·�mr:mT��cs SKILLS CHECKLIST 
B. Linear Measurement 
@ 1 .  Can recall and write equivalence ard abbreviations 
* 
® a .  
® b .  
® c .  
12 inches = l foot in. , ft . ;  " , ' o • • • o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
3 feet = 1 yard yd .  • • • • • 0 • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • 11 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
36 inches = 1 yard • • • • • • • • • • • o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • o • • • • •  
Can measure to nearest 1/8 inch. c • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
3. can convert small units of measure t: o  larger units • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
* As many inches as 80 to yards ar.d inches 80" = ? yd . ,  ? in. a .  • •  
* b .  As many inches as �O to feet and inches 80 in. = ?  ft. , ? in • 
* c .  As many inches a:l 71 to yards , feet, and inches • • • • • • • •  0 • • • • •  
71 in. = "l yd .  , ? ft. , ? in. 
* 4 .  can convert large-" units of measure to si�ller units . 
* a .  Aa many years as 2 to inches . 
b .  As many f ee c  as 6 to inches . 
* c .  As many y«rds as 2 to feet . 
2 yd . = ? in. • • • • • • •  0 • • • • • • • • •  
5 ft. = ? L"l . • • •  0 • • • • •  0 • • • • • • • •  
2 yd .  = ? ft , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
* s.  Ca.n write aprropriate equations to solve probl•!JJ18 of linear 
mea.s urenent ,, • • • •  o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
C. Liquid Measuremerit 
1 .  can recall clnd write equivalence and abbreviations 
* 
* 
@ 
® 
a .  
b .  
c. 
d .  
e. 
8 ounces = l cup os. · · · · · · · · · � · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  
16 oun�es • 1 pint pt. • • • •  0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
1 cup = �  pint · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • o o o • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  
2 cr.ps = 1 pin1: e e • .  • e • .  e • 0 • • .. • 0 f e 0 • �· • • e • e .  t • e e e 0 e e • e 0 0 a e G e e e e 
2 pints = 1 quart qt . • • • • • • 0 • • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
* f o 4 cups = 1 quart qt. o • o o o � e o r O • e o e e e o e e e e e e e e • • • • • • • • • • e e e e o  
* g .  l cup = t quart • • •  o • • • • •  o o o o o ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  o • • • •  o • • • •  
* �0 l pint = � qUilrt • • • o • • � • o o e e , o o • • • • • � • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
@ i .  4 quarts = l gallon gal .  • • ., , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
* j .  1 quart = t gallon • • • • • • o • � · · • • • • • o o o o • • o o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • o • • •  
PAGE 2 
• 
. 
. 
• 
. 
• 
• 
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•': 2 . can convert small units of measu.re to larger units . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .  . 
* a .  As many ozo as 32 to cups 
to pints 
to quarts 
32 oz. = ? cups 
32 oz. - ? pints 
32 oz. = ? qt. 
to miaed units 31 oz. = ? pt. , ? cups , .'1 oz 
16 cups = ? pints 
16 cups = ? quarts 
16 cups = ? gallons 
* b o  As many cups as 16 to pints 
to quarts 
to gallons 
to mixed 14 cups = ? quarts , ? pints 
units 
* c .  As many pints a s  16 to quarts 16 pt. = ? qt . 
to gallons 16 pt. = ? gal .  
to mixed units 13 qt . = ? qt . ' ' ? ' pt;. 
* d� As many quarts as 16 to gallons 16 qt . = ? gal .  
to mixed units 16 qt. = ? ga l. , ? qt. 
* 3. Can canvert larger units of measure to smalle units • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
* a . As many gallons as 4 to quarts aoo/or pinta . 
4 gal. = ? qual'tS 4 ga l .  = ? pints 
* b .  Aa many quarts as 11.6 to pints a rd/or cups . 
16 quarts = ? pints 16 �t. = ? cups 
* c .  As many pints as 16 to cups • 
15 pt. = ? cups 
* d .  As many pints as 2 to cups and/or ounces . 
2 pt. = ? oz. 2 pt. = 3 cups , ? oz. 
* e. As many cups as 4 to 011nces • 
4 cups = ? oz. 
* 4 .  can write appropriate equations to solve problems of liquid 
measUl'e!Dent • n • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  o • • • • • •  , • o • • •  
D. Avoirdupois weight 
* 1 .  Can rec.11 and write equivalence aoo abbreviations • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
* a • 16 ounces = 1 pound 
* b. 2000 pounds = l ton 
* 2 .  C&n convert as many as 40 ounces to pounds and ounces • • • • • • • • • • • • 
40 oz. = 2 lb. ,  ? os. 36 oz . = ? lb . ,  ? oz. 
* 3 .  can convert as many as 2 pounds to ouncew. 2 lb. = ? oz. 
* 4 .  ca n  write appropriate equations to solve problems involving 
• • • • • • 
ounces and pounds • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
PAGE � 
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:.EVEL J.3 (con 1t)  
E .  can tell that 1 dozen means 1 2  and that � dozen means 6 • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
F.  Temperature 
* 1 .  can read a themometer above oO o • • • • o • • o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  • • • • • •  
* 2 .  can read a thermometer below 00 • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  0 • • • • • •  
* 3 .  can read and write temperature using numerals and signs 
_40 means four degrees below zero 
___ means twenty-four degrees above M2'0 . 
• • • • • • • • • •  
* 4 .  c.an determine below-zero temperature using a themaneter drawing • 
What is the temperature? 
----
What will be the the temperature if 
it goes d<Mn 10 degrees ? __ _ 
* s .  c.&n show a temperatul'e reading on a therm01Deter dmwing • • • • • • • • • •  
ONw a line to ah<* 
57o
: i l 
* 6 .  can write appropriate equations to solve p�blema about 
temperature above o0 • • • • • • • • • O • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · • • • • • • • • • •  
I 
• 
• 
• 
• 
. 
• 
• . 
NAME 
enrichment 
review 
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J�EVEL 14 DATE 
i lea rned 
- introduced 
�-: basic blank (doesn ' t a ppl.1) 
S{UIVJ\LENT BASIC SETS ,. MULTIPLICATION , DIVISION 
A. Understands that multiplication and division deal with equiva lent sets . 
�: 1 . Can identify the correct array which goes with an equation . . . . . .. . . 
r.� . .  3 X 2 = 6  a . CY b • • • c . : . : . 
8 � 4 = 2 a .  
• • 
. . 
• • 
• • b ·o· • •  • 4 . . -- c .  : . : . :  
i� 2 .  can dNw an array to demonstrate the meaning of an equation .. . . . . .  . 
2 x 2 . .  . . 3 x l • • • 
1: 3 a Is able to prove why multiplication and division cannot be used 
in dealing with inequivalent sets • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
3 + 2 + 3 + 3 # 4 X 3  9 - 3 - 3, - l ; 9 + 3 
B. Multiplication 
* l o can recall quickly basic multiplication facta from l X 1 to 5 X 9 • 
l x 7 2 x 4 3 x 8 
* a �  C..n supply missing mu1tiplier to solve an equ&tion • • • • • • • • • • •  
3 x ? = 12 ? x 6 = 18 
·.� b .  can write appropriate multiplication equations to solve 
story and situation problems • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
* 2 .  can p�ve that multiplication is commutative • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
3 X 2 = 2 X ?  3 X 2 • 6  2 X 3 = 6  2 X 3 :ts 3 X 2  
:-: 3 .  Can demonstrate that multiplication is repeated addition • • • • • • • • •  
3 X 4 = 4 + 4 + 4 
:� 4 0 Underst•nds interrelationship among factors And product • • • • • • • • • •  
3 x s � 15 s x 3 = 15 
. 
• 
• 
. 
• 
• 
I 
' 
I \ I \ 
I 
I 
1 -.v·· ·· 1 '  c v ,.  ... LJ::. i::i� 1... ccn �; 
8 9  
.. . ·r· T i::"t '" .. ..  *° � • • "'T ' \. ·-' ''· ' !.  . 
:·: 5 .  Can deduce multiplicat:i.on equation from a number line 
PAG£ 2 
illt:.Sti:"ation - • . •  �· � • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  o • • • •  llt • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  o • • • • •  o • • • •  
3 x 2 = ?  3 x ? = 6 
:� 6 .  can illustrate multiplication fact on a number line • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
Show tha t 2 X 4 a: 8 
3 4 7 8 
* c .  Di vision 
* 1 .  can recall quickly basic facts from 1 t 1 to 45 f 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
21 .:- 3 = ? 32 .;. 4 • ? 16 f 2 = ? 
-J: a .  can supply missing divisor or dividend to solve an equation • •  
18 !.. ? = 8 • 
·:: b .  can write appropriate division equations to solve story 
and situation problems · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • o • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  
·:  c .  Realizes when division is not the a ppropriate operation 
due to inequivalent sets • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
\': 2 .  Understands interrel.Ationship among dividend , divisor, quotient • • •  
15 !. 3 = s ,, 15 ;. s ;s 3 
:': 3 .  can demonstra te that division is successive subtraction • • • • • • • • • •  
�·: 4 .  
14 � 7 = 14 - 7 - 7 
can demonstrate division as partitioning • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • •  
Show by drawing a line that 6 � 3 = 2 • .. . 
• • 
:i D. Relationship of divisi�:.l· 1&a� mu1�ti!>1ica tion 
18 -t 6 = 18 renamed into 6 groups of 3 or 3 groupa of 6 
3 X 6 = 3 groups of 6 represented by one numeral 
* 2 .  Can use invet'Se operation to find missing numeral in an equation • •  
3 x ? = 18 ; 18 f 3 = ?; 
? x 4 = 12 ; 12 't 4 = ?; 
18 � 3 = 6 ;  
12 � 4 = 3 ;  
3 x 6 = 18 
3 X 4 = 12 
• 
• 
• 
• 
. 
• 
• 
• 
,, 
• 
� 
• 
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MATHil.ffiTICS SKIL� CH�J<LIST 
LEVEL 14 (con' t) PAGE 3 
I ·:  3 .  can deduce division equation from a number line illustration • • • • • • •  
---------- 6 .. 2 = ? ._____, \?' '\....r-_ _,_._ �" t t 
l 2 3 4 s 6 
:� 4 .  Can illustrate division fact on a number line • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .  .__ -' 
Show that 6 � 3 = 2 
l 2 3 4 5 6 
enrichment 
revie,, 
basic 
91 
LEVEL 15 
ADVANCED FRACTIONS 
nt\TE 
-------
+ le.med 
- introduced 
blank (doesn' t apply ) 
A .  c.a n  write equivalent fMctions including 1/4 , 1/3 , 1/2 , 2/3 , 3/4, 1 • •  ·H 
:': 1 .  can recognize equivalence of diffeNntly partitioned subsets 
in a set 
01' 
--
:'r 2 .  can write the •PPl'opria te aimple fractions and their equiva lents 
of dif�;ly part1ti.o'1ed sets � • • •  •: • • • • • • •
. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
0 or � 
t B. Mixed Numbers . 
1. can t-e.ad mixed nUJnt.erA • " • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •. .__---I 
" l 1/3 means one and one-thiro" 
* 2 .  can write a mixec'1 nwnber to 
C> 
represent a whole and a fraction . . .  · · ··'----
:: ? 
* 3. can change a mix'3d ·number to . an improper fr.ction by adding the 
fractional equi,·alent to the · whole and the fraction • • • • • • • • • • • •  · • • •  .,__  _. 
l 1/3 = 3/3 + 1/3 = 4/3 
* c .  Impl'Oper F�ctionH . 
* 1 .  Can recogniZI� and write mixed numbers and their related improper · 
fractions through use of sets • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • _____ __. 
· · �  = 2t = 9/4 
* 2 .  can trans late an improper: �raction to a mixed· m.mll>e�and vice 
versa , t:1rough use of differently pertitioned sets • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .__--A 
· · �  --
9/4 -
-
I 
92 
.t11ATHE:ll\'i'ICS SKILLS CH.OCKLIST 
LEVEL 15 (con t t) 
�: 3 .  Can translate an improper f�ction to a mixed number using 
PAGE 2 
successive subtractton • • • • • • • • • •  ., • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  ___ , 
9/4 = l + (lk-4/4 )=S/4 
1 
(5/4-4/4) = t 
l + = 2t 
) D. Ccn add like fractions vertlca lly 
1/4 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  •-..,_ _ __, 
+ 2{!_ 
� E. can subtl"B.ct like fractions vertically 
3/6 
- �  
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ··a-.--........t 
I F. can reduce fractions to lowest tems • • • •  ' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .  ___ ___, 
6/8 = ? 
9 3  
NAME LEVEL 16 DATE 
$= + learned - introduced ... " - e::rr·:i.ch:�ent l"eview basic blank (does n ' t  a pply) 
ADVANCED NUMERATION 
A .  Under-s tands terms identifying place value through millions . 
* l .  Can identify in a numeral when asked which digit represents millions , 
hundred thousands , ten thousands , thousands , hundreds , tens , or ones • 
384 ,259 
2 .  Can demons trate place va lue :  
* a .  185 ,204 = 1 hun<h"'ed• thousand , 8 ten- thousands , 5 thousands , 
2 hundreds , O tens • 4 ones • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
·.� b .  432 ,156 = 400 ,ooo + 30 ,ooo + 2 ,ooo + 100 + so + 6 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
c .  2 hundred thousands , 2 ten thousands , 2 thou.sands , 4 hundreds , 
4 tens , 4 ones = 222 ,444 • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
d .  ioo,ooo + ao .ooo + 0 ,000 + so + 8 = 188,888 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
3 ,  Can rename numbers to hundred thousands 
* a .  185 ,204 = 1 hundred thousand , 8 ten thousands , 4 thousands ,  
ll hundreds , 10 tens , 4 ones • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
* b .  432 ,156 = 400,000 � 20 ,000 + 100 + 40 + 16 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
·" c o  2 hundred thousands , 1 ten thousand , 12 thousands , 3 hundreds , 
14 tens , 4 ones = 222 ,444 • • . . • . • . . • . • . • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . • . . . . • • . • •  
* d .  100,000 + 10 ,000 + 18 ,000 + 700 + 180 + 8 = 188 ,888 • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
B o  Roman nwnerals 
* 
1 .  Can trans late into Arabic numerals : 
* a .  I ,  V ,  X ,  L ,  C • • • • • • • • • • · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
* b. II , III , IV, VI , llI I ,  VIII , IX • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
2 .  Understands principle of letter-af ter-letter addition to decipher 
Ron1an ntunera ls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
VII :: 5 + 2 xxx = 10 + 10 + 10 XVI = 10 + 5 + 1 
. 
• 
. 
. 
. 
• 
. 
. 
• 
. 
. 
• 
3 .  Understands princ iple of letter-before- letter subtraction to decipher 
Roman numerals . . . . . • . . • • .  o • • • • • •  " • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
IV • 5 - 1 XL - SO - 10 
* 4 .  Is able to trans la te into Arabic numerals a ny Roman numera l to 388 • •  
* s .  Can t�ans late Arabic numerals to 388 into Roman numera ls • • • • • • • • • • • •  
• 
• 
. 
i I 
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MA�':HEMA'I-ICS SKILLS CHECKLIST 
LEVEL 17 DATE -------
<f) enrichment ® rev:tew + learned - introduced 
)': basic blank (does n ' t  apply) 
ADVANCED MULTIPLICJ:\TION AND DIVISION 
A, Multiplication . 
* l. 
';°: 2 .  
1: 3 .  
ca n  recall quickly bas ic multiplication facts f rom  6 X O to 9 X 9 • • •  
6 x 9= ? 8 x 7= ? 7 x 8= ? 9 x 4= ? 
Can denons tra te that multiplication is associative • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
3 x (2 x 6) = ( 3  x ?)  x 6 
Kno·ws that O times a ny number equals 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
3 x 0 = ? ? x 8 = 0 5 x ? = 0 
:� 44 Uses distributive principle: 
-:: a .  to multiply a two-place factor by a one-place factor • • • • •. • • • • • • •  
3 x 54 = ( 3  x 50) + ( 3  x 4) = 150 + 12 = 162 
to multiply a three-place factor by a one-place factor 
8 x 143 = ( 8  x 100) + (8 x 40) + (8 x 3) 
= 800 + 320 + 24 
= 1144 
• • • • • • • • •  
'� s . Can define tem , partial product , and can identify partial products . 
12 
x 4 
----S partial product 
40 TT ., 
* 6 .  can multiply two- and three-place factors by a one-place factor, 
showing partial products • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
26 127 
x 3 x 4 
18 � 
60 80 
-rs- 400 
508 
* 7 o can multiply ,  using renaming instead ")f partial products , when 
multiplying by a one-place factor • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  o • • • • • • • • • • •  
>- ).. 35 241 
x 4 x 6 
140 1446 
• 
' 
@ a . Can multiply a two-place factor by a two�place factor , using renamin IC 
45 
x 26 270 
90 
mo 
95 
ktL l7 (con ' t )  MATHEMATICS SKILLS CH.OCKLIST 
Division. 
l ,  Can divide a two- place dividend by a one-place divisor using form 
.belot-1 : 
PAGE 2 
'': a .  with no remainder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  __ _.... 
�': b .  with remainder l9Rl 
3 1581 
30 0 x 3 
28 
27 9 x 3 
1 9 
x 4 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  i-----t 
� 2 .  Can divide a three-place dividend by a one-place divisor, with or 
without remainder, using fonn above • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • O • • o • • • • • • • • • • • •  
32 R 2 1---1 
5 
30 x 5 
2 x 5 
32 
can divide two- and three-place dividends by one-place divisors > 
using �he short �ODil! 31 R3 • • • • • • • • • • • • · • • • • • • • • · · • • • • • • • •  
4 I i27 
12 
-7 
4 
3 
Divides two- or three- place dividend by two place divisor, with 
or \'1ithout reinainclers . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .  o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
2 R2 
2 s  I s2 
so 
2 
s R28 
31 rm 
155 
� 
··\.�, l:s � inverse op.'?r·a tion to check solutions of multiplication and 
division proble�s · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • '  
56 56 51 Rl 51 
x 4 4 224 3 154 x 3 
� 20 15 m 
24 -4 +l 
24 3 m 
I 
APPENDIX B 
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LE V E  L 3 ( A I ) .�·A A T H TE  S T 
r, r i t e t· he  n um be r s e 1  t e n c e s .. T he  f i r s  t o n e  i s 
oone f o r  y o u  ... 
00 
I 3 + 2 = 5 
,---�----...--------
0 0  i 
--------+-' ------ -� .6 O D D O 
D I� Q 
98 
LE v E L 3 ( A 2 ) �A T H  T E S T  
1vr i t e t h e  t w o  n um b e r  s e:n t e n ce s  f o r  t he p i c t u r e  
be l o w o  T h e  f i rs t  o n e  i s  d o ne f o r  y o u o 
ooc� 
2 + 3 = 5 
3 + 2 = 5 
c 
( D � .) \ L I I 
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Jr a 'v\ a r .. i n s a r' o u n d t h e  · 2 s e t s t h u t g o t o g E t h e  ;· 
r o m a  k e u o t h e  n um be r s h o  v� n i n e a c h  b o x <> 
6 
0 0  
if 
0 0  
--
q 
0 0  
o o -
8 
0 0 
00 
. 
0 
6 � � 
-
..-1 0
r1 [} 
u 
0 'd � b D · ,  6 D ! ; t 
--
jj. b  
b b 
D O D 
-
5 
0 0 0 
3 
0 
7 
0 0 0  
0 
h 
v 
0 0  
0 0  
0 
0 0  
b b D � 
- ,_... ,,,_, [I U LJ  
6. Li  6 
Li 6  
6 
n a a 
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L t: V E  L 3 ( 82 ) 
0 f\ T t: 
____ , . . . . . 
�1 r i t e  i n  t h e  m i s s i n g n um be r s () 
.2 + 0 = 6 
0 + 3 = 6 
-- -------.._.;...---------- ----· 
---
5 +D 6 
+0= 5 
CJ + ...., - 5 / L -
I +iJ =  3 ,_ 
--
. I +O = 'I­
D + 3 = 7 
2 +Q 
O + I -- 3 
if +D = 5 
D +  I - l/--
101 
II [ ,.!;f.= � J : _  I }  t f l  
' . ' . ..  ·- .. ... . . .,. -- � ............. ··- - - ..... · - .. .,, 
LE V E L 3 ( 83 )  MA T H  T E S T  
tr i te t h e  n um b e r· s e n t e n c e s  t h e  p i c t ure t e l l s o  
; 
.. I i-. . .  f l. v. V L 
_... _ __ ,.. _ _  , __ 
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D A T E  
-- -·-·
·
---- ··-
L E V  t L 3 ( C I - � ) ;v�A T H  T E S T  
O r a v� q u i c k p i c t ur e s  t o  t e l I t h e  n um b e r  s t o r i e s 
6 - 3 = 3 
3 I = 2 
5 - I = if \ 
I I 
5 .... 3 = 2 
6 - l/- = 2 
L/- - I - 3  
��·--�------- ---- , ------��------��-
3 � 3 = 0 
I ' I 
I 
i 
' 
7 - 3 - Lj. 
; L,-· i1' F I 1 ,,,- ( ; ··� J - · • t...- ·- ...._.. - I 
10.S 
' A t. T H T E � T  1Vt. . . -  I 
,, r i ·i- e : • t a k e G V·i a y s e n r e n c e a n d a o u t t o s; e t h  e r 
3e n t e n  c e G b o u t  e a c h p i c t  u re  be I o w  o 
�-�---� ______ ,..._.,-------------· -� --
- -------------11------------...� ·-;::""-�- 'S 
�.0E9 . 
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iv1 A T H T E S T 
t h e n um b e r s e n t e n c e s f o r  e a c h  p i c t u r e ·:> 
·------ --,----�------�------·�·· -· · . ..., 
I i j .. l 
i 
i 
�����--- ---���������---
0 0 0 � 
O B  
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t . .  1 ; 1 ·  • 
-. ... . _ _ . -· ...__ .. ,....,__""�· - ,_ .. ... _ .. ...__ -. .. """" . __ ___.... _ .. 
L E V E L  3 ( C  Lf- ) 
...--, f� II 
i_1 ;-\ : � 
\!tA T H  T E S T  
==-------··-�-'· 
r, r i te n um b e r  s e n t e n c e 5  t h a t t he p i c t u r e s  t e  I I <>  
0000 0 
0 0 0 0  
6Q �  
, · - \ · - .- , )  • 1 \f I-· I ·�: ...... ; • .• · •. -- . . ..  ' .'! \.. 
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Vil\ T H  TE. S T  
�ome t h e  s h o o e s  y o u  s e �  f o r  me : 
1 c::- V E  1 ") ,� '- L. ._ ..:.> ·.: 
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\1A T H  T E S T  
�:c rr. c t h e  c o i n s y o u s E e i n rr. y h a  n d : 
N i c k e l 
) i me Q u a r t e r  
108 0 i !..:, 1 :-1 .  
LE V E L 3F :ViA T H  T E S T  
r n  t h i s r o w  , p u t a r· i n g a r o u n d t h e  n um e r a I t h a  t 
me a n s  m o r e : 
5 5 8 1 0  
6 3 q q 
I n  t h i s  r o w , p u t  a r i n g. a r o u n d  t h e  n um e r a  I t h a t  
name s I e s s : 
3 8 ···-J 7 
2 6 7 8 
Jut a r i _ n g  a r o u n d  t he n·ume r o  I t h a t  me a n s  g r e a t e :  
3 5 2 a I 7 8 
P ut  a r i n g a r o u n d  t he n ume r a  I l t h a t  m e a n s f e w e r  
6 ""' L 3 Ci ' 8 
3 
I /) 
i o0 --
L/­
t 3 
3 -+- '-/ 
0 
+ 1-f 
--
- 4 +  j� 
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rJ ' /  , 
3 
-t- 3 
3 
+ 1 
- 0 -t- ��) 
. � ... . . 
t ,, . / 
4 
+ 5  
5 
I r· _,_ ./ 
. ..:..; 
+ !)"
" 
. ____ .... .. 
L/ + 5  = S +  i- ·--·�? I L- --· ·· ----1 
' [ ______ - --/- ! . 
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0 - 4 --= C,  
0 - 5 =  3 
1+ Ll =: 10 
1--·---0J .. - "'J) f I I I - '-.. I I ---L 
CJ - 3 ==- Lf-
2 + (5+- 3) = (2+ 5J + 0 
3 r0 +- 3J = (3 t :<�J -t- C-1 
L/ -1-(:} + 2) = (4 -r 3j + 0 
5 +(j -r 4) = (5 r !.J �t- [_] 
/'\ I /;· I ,,.,.. •• \ - - /' A ' ' / \,. J " I . .  -1 . ·-<·· .' - . I - .... I � . , _ 
_ :. - t \_,..:: • ' .. - t • .. .. ' • "' "--- ) '· •. - --.. ···- ·\,o 
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Te_s t Le v e  I �- t31 
5 
- 2  
? 
- 3  
' ) / (. 
- "'1 
--
J ( i 
.,_ 
rj 
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/0 
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Tes +  
Num be r  
Wri t� fou r  prob t e m0 -Po r eo c, h  
n u m be, r -Pa m i . l y . 
3-t- 5 =  0 
0 0 =- 0 
D 0 =  Cl 
D O = Ll 
11 + 2 == L. 1 '-f 1. 
··­-
D 0 :=· 
D 
C_J 
I. 7 
Lw __ , __ _L 
r----, l / -::: -.. --J 
---.. - �  I . 
./ I ::�· .. ·-----....1 
. _  , . -7 .--- · ·- ---, I I I ·=- I I L .. -� " - .-.. .......__ .. .... 
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I 
I 
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tf 
- L/ 11 
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� 3 .j-s I I 
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-+ I 6 
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N A M E  -----� --·----�·( _ _....,._ _ ____ __ . , ___ __ _ 
Make the clQCks tell the time. 
.. 
3 o'clock . .half past 3 
�-
half past 5 4 o'clock 
• I  
half past --
-- O�clock __ .o'do·.:.k 
• • 
'•• .. ,._ I·..,.. ' 
9 o'clock 
--- o'cl'-'Ck 
.. . 
half past 7 
half past 8 
half past -:-·-
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< • I 
N --- -
') . 
t· ? . ·; r·· ·; t-�-. ' '. .!} � • ;:;;JI • • • • - • •  -- ·-- • . . .• •. • -• 
• ·_Q 
Q 
iaw can we use these coins to make these amounts? 
or � \Ve can use __ dimes and __ pennies� 
or ____ quarter, 
or __ njckels.  
or 3"-t- w� can \_; sc dimes and pennies, 
or quarter and . _ pennies, 
or _ quarter and nickels. 
r1)f r24 \\·e can use - quarters and pennies. 
�1r �· we can use _ -. .. din1es and pennies, 
or __ quarter and ----·-" pennies, 
or __ nickels and -· · pennies. 
·--�· - - - - --------
' : r}e h l, ndred nu iet�') ' . . 
..... 
, .. ·. - • . ... An1ounts of 1non€V • . ..Coins 
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-.... s l I t' . ;_;(i I e f ,  Dro w o / ;  n e  w n d @ r  +he r i9-h 1 o n e : 
j 
cent.s </- m e a n s  cen+.s i nche.s 
do llu rs 
------
i n che s 1 tJ means 
dol l o r 6  
i n -The 
3 7  
/, J. 3 
r1j h +  s l3 h :  r/. o r  $ 
I{, 3 I ,2 �-(, i!J-
Put o / ; ne under +he riJ hT a n s we r :  
I 9u o rte r  . 
5penni_es  
1 s f he s arn e o...s oZ. 5 pen n 1 e _s 
So pe n n :e'5 
J..9u orters ore ihe some o.s 
'f 9uarf ers ore +he same D .5  
2 half do llars o r e  1he. s ame a s  
• ·r- ', 17 r'\ -· ; I 
I "'' '. T - ' - -< - � .. ( ...._, \) I .... / '-,' / 
3 nic k /e ;s  
.2 di  mes 
I ha lf do llar· 
I dime. 
I n ; c J.r e l 
I do l l a r  
/ di m e 
I qua r f-e r 
I do / Jar 
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� Nu m e  r t, f-(.) r De n o r-n 1 n u  tt1 r -
s 
Wr ; fe the.- -Prac_ + 1·c) t1 a l  n a m c, s  F o r t h e P(i 1 1  o w 1 n � }  
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3 x 3 � 
S X 3 =  
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Le. vc / �, F ci- G 
n ,·c k (;; Is 
d /rn �.s 
q ua r fers 
qua rfe rs  
9u a r te rs 
q u o. r te... r.s 
' 
p e n n 1 e 0  
n ,· e, k e, J 5 
d,.m� S pe r!n  
. 
__ p e n n : (� ·.S 
d/me., s 
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-
-
�ounf b y  I 1 0  .s 
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_..--- ....., 1 ....... � 
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A ..  Knows facts in addition and �ubtraction through 20. 
(p -r- '-/ == .2 0  - '/- -
7 .f 5 =: 9 - le -
7 + 3 1 7  5 -� -
I �  t- :l - 1 3  � :: -
g + II : 7 lo = 
B .  can use sets and subsets through 200  
Eight gulls were f lying together. Five flew 
one way .. How many flew the other way ? ·, 
Write the number sentence: 
Thia drawing ahows a set of ten atars partitioned 
into two aubsets . I:f we rcove the set of 7 ,  
a set of how many 8tars are left? 
Write the number sentence: 
/' o O O/ 
/ 
......... . . . . .  
a .. 
Co 
This aet of marble& has been partitioned into 
subsets . write t'Wo addition sentences and two 
subtraction sentences for the drawing: 
do 
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Level X (Part B .  continued) 
C1 0 0 0 0 Cl 
How many ahaded boxes are in this drawing? • • •  • • • . .  • • • o • • • • 
How many boxee in t'hia drewing are not shaded? • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Write two addition aentenoes end two subtraction •entencee about 
the dNwing: 
o. d. 
c. Understands l'lace value (1, 10� 100, 1000) 
253 means • • • • •  • • • • •  tens , • • • • •  on .. .  
431 meane. 
30' means 
· · - · ·  . . .. . . tens . ,  • • • • •  ones • 
. . . . .. • • • • •  tens 9 • • • • •  one• • 
985 •Gani 
506 means 
620 •e&nf 
• • • • • •  
• • • • • •  
• • • • • •  
ten• , 
� .  
tens. 
• • • • • •  on-.a • 
• • • • • •  on.es , 
• • • • • •  ones. • 
1, 000 aeens • • .. • • tho\JIJill'ld, · • •  , • • bundreda • 
1,252 11eans • • • • • •  tho�, . .. . .  h�s • 
• • • • •  tens • 
• • • • •  tenl '  
l, 000 means . . . . .. .  hundreds ,· • · - • .• • • •  tens , • • • • • •  onea· • 
S ,702 aeans • • • • • thousands , • • • • •  hundred• , 
D. U8811 commu�tive prinoiple. 
• • • • •  terll , 
7 1-
.. . . . . ones • 
• • • • • ones ,  
• • • • •  ones • 
ti- * 
b f  'I = I/- +  0 -::.. £ -f- � 1' + 7 ti 
/./ + ' - I -1- I'-/ ::. 0 13 4 I 3 Lf. -
' + 0 - LI + '- 15 = I + Q 
I + Q  - s s::. I +- 0  -
5�-5= 
. I.. . \ •·. ' . 
6 .... 
... .. �.· .:; 
3 -:.:;: 
- 9 
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>.- j ..  
9 6 :::; 
9 .... = 6 
Wt:ite addition and subt'1·; F:; t""·Zcr: ;l�n·r: r�n. .. �:�� usi.ng the numeMls : 
. . 
o ca o :t o o c, oJ ., o o o .., " o o o o o o • o • " •: ,.. r-1 v .,, o � " u o • " o ,., o o � a °' o e o i> 11 et " o � o o c. ,,. • .,, 
7 �8 ,15 
F .,  Under:;.Jtcinris that 0 la the ident:lty t?leatent for addition ,, 
8 + o  + 2  ::.: 38 124 
+80 
.. , i_, + 3 + 9  = 
7 0 = 
5 ... s :: 
128 128 162 
999 + 0 = 
-58 �82 
!t56 0 -
,. 0 r c. " tens " .. ., \\ l) ones o 
SBS means 
one� o 
JO� = 300 + � r  .. o � tt o o  
100 .;.. 
" o  L n u  + 4C 
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L�vel X (Pa1•t G .  ccnttnued) 
8 + 8 
7 + s 
19 = 
19 = 
336 
+365 
= 10 + O U ;) O O C" � O • O  
= 10 .p o o i.t o • o o o t. tt •  
1 ten + 0 • • • • • ones . 
• •  Q .. 0 • •  ones 
52 
39 
86 
H .  Uses re-naming in suhtftction 
63 aeana 5 tens , ones . 
81 
--57 
71 
-23 
2 tens , 
• o •  .tens , 
7 
5 
tens , 
tens , 
6 ones . 
ones , 
ones 
:t & • • • • • • • •  ones 
• • • • • • o  tens , o o • • · · · · · ·  ones , 
·90 
.,,26 
-
92 
-53 
85 
259 457 
+:274 ;MS8 
or 
o� • • • • • • • • • • • •  0 9 0  
·-80 
-12 
84 
-47 
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i i.  Assc-ciates \ 1  t ,  i / 8 : J /3 ,  1/5 in l.'�::.i..-·.t:ion� h � p  to a whole . 
' '\ 
) 
( I 
c : c :x 
( c 
r--... l }\ \. :'/ ,) �,, 
,(= =:=o 
: c=: .:::J> 
: : :·: :D 
I , So� of d� draW\ngs are divided int() 
t W\'l part» of tbe.pime siK. Sontt- are divided 
ir:tr> ·1hrr.e parts of tbc same �ize:. and some 
a rt! divided into four part� of the same s.i?>!. 
l�1 "-'then, 1he parts are not the same size. 
How n\llly �rts of the same $iU sre there 
• ·  when tht dtawing 
is divided into halves? _:_ _ _ _  _ 
�- when the drtWing 
. d '.�..11-A • 'h' d ? ts h  u1to " ar .s . - - - - - .. 
'· when the drawing . 
is divided into fQurths? - - ---*· · 
i. Put at>'\.e check (�}on the drawiru�s that 
show halv�. a green check on those that 
show tbirda, and a red chei;:k on those th.at 
5how fourths. 
3. la this picture, one rod is divided into 
harv�, &nother into thirds, :and the other 
into fourths. 
�. Color l of a rod blue. 
�. Color i of a rod green. 
c. Color i � a  rod red. 
4. In the blank beside c.-Jach dnwing below, write the fraction that 
tells what pert of the whole is red. - · 
5. Write "is greater than .. or .. is less than" between the frac:tions 
in each pair below. Use the drawings if you need help. 
�. t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '· 
b. t - - - ---- - - - - - - - ---- - ------ - - --- - - - - -- t-
c. i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - f. 
d. l - - --- - - - ---- - - - - - - - - - - -- � - - - - - � - - - - - •. 
•. ! - - - � - - - - --- - - · - - - · · · · - - � - · - - · - · · -- - �- - - - - · · - !. 
#. t - - - .. - -· - �·-- - - - - - ·· - - - - - - · - - ·  ·---- . .  --.� •. . 
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LEVEL 1 2  
B.  Can write , name , and re-name fractions . 
1/2 is equa l to fourths . 3/6 is equal to half . 
1/2 is equal to sixths . 2/3 is equal to sixths . 
1/4 is equal to eighths . 2/6 is equal to thirds . - - -·- -
1/3 is equa l to . '.S;i.xths �. 2/4 is equal to ha lf .  
2/4 is equal to eighths . 1/2 i• equal to eighths . 
c. Can recogni�e equations and inequalities using fractions . 
Ch-cle all the fractions that are equal to 1/2: 
1/2 1/4 2/4 3/4 1/8 2/8 3/8 4/9 5/8 6/8 7/8 
1/3 2/3 1/6 2/6 3/6 4/6 5/6 
Use < , )· , or = signs to make each sentence true: 
1/4 1/4 3/4 3/8 2/3 2/6 
2/3 1/3 1/3 1/4 6/8 3/4 
2/6 1/3 1/4 1/8 
1/2 2/4 2/2 4/4 
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Level. :un 
A. Time, Using nour, Half Hour and Minutes . 
l • Write numbers on clocks • 
Make clock a sh0» 5 o 'clock . 
Make clock IQ, show half past -7.  
Make clock c show ten minutes to 10 . 
-
B. Using calendar 
�un . I Ron. I Tues . I �ea.1 'l'Fiu r. :-rF'i-1 . 
l 2 3 4 s 
7 8 9 10 ll 12 
14 15 16 17 18 19 
21 22 23 24 (2s) 26 -
. -· .. 
28 29 30 31 
-
-
sat. 
6 
13 
20 
27 
1 o How many days are there in the month of December? 
----
2 .  Wha� is - the date of th1! first Saturoay in Dec•ber? 
3 $  What i s .  the date of the last Wednesday in December? 
----
----
4 p What are the dates of the Sundays in December? __ , ___ , __ , __ 
S .  On what day is Christ.mas? 
--
6 .  If your birthday was 6 days before Chr>istJYs , on what day would it be? 
• What date would it be? 
------ ��------
7 .  When is . your library book due if you got it on the fifth day of December 
and you can keeh� it two we�ks :f 
��-------�------�
c. 
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Use J .. inear Measure. 
1 .  There are _ feet in 1 ynrd .  
2 .  There are inches in 1 foot. 
3 .  There are inches in 1 yard. 
4. How long is ttr'.s line, to the nearest \ inch? 
s .  TO the nee.rast -k :f_nch how long is this line? 
(your answer) 
(your answer) 
D. and E. Lictv.t.d Measure 
l .  l pi·,t = cups 
2 .  1 r.LIArt = pints . 
3. ) half gallon = quarts . 
4 .  1 gallon = quarts . 
s .  How many cups of juic� are there in a can holding l quart? 
------
> •  Three gallons of syrup is the same amount as quarts of ---------------syrup. 
7 .  Haw many meesuring cupa �an be filled with l quart of milk? 
-------
a .  Mrs . Black is making ice cream. She plans to put it into half-gallon 
cartona . How many half-gallon cartons will she need? 
---------------
9 .  How many cartons will Mrs . Black ne� if she puts the 2 gallons of ice 
cream into quart cartons? 
10. How many pints of juice are there in 2 quart cans ? 
--------------� 
2VEL XIII (continued ) 
�. & G • Ounces , Pounds and Tons • 
138 
1 ..  There aX"e ounces in l pound . 
--------
2 .  1 dozen = 
3. In 3£ pound there are 
4. There are 
�-��·���--
ounces . 
pounds in 1 ton. 
Page 3 
S� One and one half (1\) pounds of meat weigh ounces . ------
H. & I • Thermometer. 
1 .  The sign ° used with a numeral means • -------
Ellch mark on a thermometer stands for degrees • 
-------
3 .. Freezing point is 
tempera tu re at w hi_c_h_'t:_:ra_,_te_r_.,f ... I'-e-· �mes • 
degrees because it is the 
---
4 .  -
s ..  -
This thannometer fihows degrees • 
-----
There are degrees between the 60° 
mark and t_he_s-o-�-·m-a-rk-_-.. ----- -
6..  Body tempeNture is about degrees . 
----
7 .  When the red liquid ris" ir: a thermometer it is getting 
-------
· 
8.,  When the red liquid goes down in a thennometer it ia getting • ------
9 o  A temp@rature of oo is ---------- degrees below freezing . 
10. If your body temperature is JOO degrees you have about degrees 
-----
of "temperature" we say. 
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LEVEL X:LII ( c.:>ntlr:L,ed) Page 4 
J. Money . 
l o  There are dimes in a dollar. 
2 .. There are quarters in a dollar. 
3 .  There are nickels in a quarter. 
4 .  There are pennies in a dollar. 
s .  'lhere are dimes in one half dollar. 
6 0  There are fifty cent pieces in one dollar. 
7 .  There are nickels in one dollar. --
a .  This is a cent sign • 
9 .  There must be numbers after the cent point. 
lO o Write these amounts of money another way using the dollar sign and cent point 
375 cents 4 cents ------- -----
800 cents 101 cents ------- -----
901 cents 11 cents ------- -----
940 cents 9 cents -------
400 cents 110 cents ------- ------
J. can Use Money and Mak.@ Change From $1 .00 or les s .  
1.  Mr. Whitney spent $.65 for oil for his care How much change will 
he get fran a dollar bill? 
2 .  Mrs . Allen bought sOJDe cookies . The clerlc. said , "That will be 39¢ , 
pleas e a "  How much change did Mrs . Allen get fran a half dollar? 
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1.N£L XIII (continued) 
i. (continued) 
5, John bought a r'O�kat f"or fl8 ¢ "  He paid for it with a dollar from his bank.. How much change did he have to put hack into his hank? 
Page s 
4, Jane wishes to buy a s�t of clcill dishes which cost $1.00. She has saved 
74¢0 How much more does rhe need to save? 
s. GNndmother gave Cindi c dollar to s pend for her birthday . She bought a 
28¢ purse, a 16¢ hair ribbon and a 9¢ candy bar. How much change did 
she have left to put in her bank? 
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Part A o  Uses Points &nd tine Segments 
1 ..  A • •  o • • • • • • • • • • •  o o eoes on ar.d en in both directions o 
2 o A line ser,1rient is • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • of a line c 
3 o In ceometry paths a :e called o .. .  o • ., • o • •  o • o o ., 
4o  In this draw).ng , how many line segments are shown 
having the point B as one endpoint? 
5 o Can more than one line go throur,h a single point? ., • • •  o . .. . . . . . . . . .  .. 
Part B., Recocnizes simple closed figures .. 
'Write � 1n the blank beside each figure tha t, is a simple closed curve " 
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.L>:.. 1. ,,..J. ,{J. v 
C n  Problem solv;ng with equationso 
1" One morning the grocer had 88 quarts of milko He sold n quarts of milk 
-that day o How many quarts of �.ilk did he ti..ave left? 
Write a nwr\ber sentence o 
2 o  'The cake cost $ 089 and a loaf of bread cost $ o,32 . How much money did 
these two items cost? 
Write a number sentenceo 
)o A man sold 397 boxes of apples one day and 604 boxes another dayo What 
is the difference in the number of boxes he sold in the two days ?  
1-'ri te a number sentenceo ' ; 
4o Ted said that his hobby is taking pictures. Hi�. camera cost $6095 and a 
nash gun for the camera cost $2 ol9. How much did the two items cost together? 
Write a number sentenceo 
5 o Joe said that, his hobl:>y is fishingo He wants a new reel that costs $4097 
a nd a rod and line that cost $3019. Joe has only $.3089.. Hov much more nJOney 
does he need? Write a number sentenceo 
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Can add using fract,ions 1/45) 1/2., 1/3, 1/6 
1/2 • 1/2 � � O O ft 0 1.-• n o • ('I  01'" O t' • C lll ;J 3 4 C' (J l /8 ·� S /8 - o o o . . ..  o • •  o or o o o o o o .,  
1/4 + 1/4 � 0 0 3 0 0  or O O O Q C' 0 3 0 0 0 C' O r. 316 � 1!6 w 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  or 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
4/8 • 1/8 - 0 0 0 0 0 & 0 0 0 0  418 + 1/8 � 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
l/6 � 2 /6 l'C 0 .. 0 0 0 or o .-;; o o c �  � 14  + 2/4 - 0 0 > 0 0 0 0 0 0  or 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
1/8 + 2/5 .. 0 0 0 • • .• •  0 0 0 0 • •  0 (l 
Part F:,, 
Can subtract using l/8t 1/4, 1/2, 1/3, 1/6 
2/8 � 1/8 • n o o o o � e o o o  
5/6 � 316 � O O O O O O • e O O  Ol't O O l> 0 0 0 0 0 ('\ 0  
6/6 .,. 3/6 4!J 0 ..,  0 0 " "  0 0 0 0 
7 /8 <' 3/8 .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ., 0 0 or 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 <' 0  
5/6 = 2/6 . 0 � 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  or 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
2/3 <=> 1/3 • 
4/6 � 2/6 � 0 0 0 0 0 • • 0 0 0  or u 0 0 0 e ,.. • 0 • 0 
5/8 � l/B - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � 0  or o � · � o o o � o o o  
2,+1b. <..."» 1.11.l .. CJ I) 0 0 0 0 • 0 I) 0 0 0 � .  0 .  0 e 0 0 0 1;I (}- 0 
B. 
' 1• • • • ;  :.. " _ r.· l 
< 
• • (..o. � ·, . ·j ::: 
d .  2 x i.:. :;:; 
2 .  a - 6 X 7 = 
d .. 0 x 8 = 
3�.3 + J + J = , J l 1 
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' ) . - c .  l.!. x i = 
(; . 5 � .  J.� g .  3 
!.� x 4 !-_'± -�--..  
l> .  3 x 9 = c .  7 X 4 =  
e .  5 f .  4 g . 0 
�.§. u � 
b .  4 + 4 + 4 = 4 X ?  
h .  .5 
�....2 
/ 
h. 7 
ll 
e. 1 + 1 
d .  Show by a.dding that J X 8 = 24. Use the space by d .  
4. a. 4 X 7 = 1 b .  28 � 7 = ? c .  28 • ? = 4 
d .  J x 8 = 1 
C' .-' . a • 3 x 6 = 1 
c .  6 X 4 =  1 '  
e .  ? • 3 = 8 f .  ? � 8 = 3 
b .  9 x 2 = ? ,  ? = 2 x 9 
4 x 6 = ?  
(: 
d. __  e ..-
g. __ • ._.� h. 
2 . a .  __ b .  ___ c .  
d .  r. __ e. ___ ... . 
= 2 x ? Ja. _... b o • • , .. _ 
c ._ 
d .  
4.a. __ b .  __ c .... , .  
d. e. f. 
,5.a. 
-- -- .....  
b .  -·' _. .1 ..... 
c .  
6 .  Write a multiplication number sentence and find the answer 
for each story problem . 
a.  Jane walks to school in the morning and again after 6 . a .  
lunch. How maJ.V times does she walk to school 
b etwecn Nonday and Friday? 
b .  There are 25 students in Jim ' s  class. Each student 6. b 
has five pencils. How many pencils are there in the 
class? 
Division 
1 .  a. 36 . ... 6 = b .  24 + 4 = c .  56 .. 8 = 1 .a. b .  c. ---· t .,. ,, 
d. 42 + 7 = e .  24 + 8 = f . 49 + 7 =  d .  e .  r .  � -· ····· 
g . 8 "· 0 =  h .  5 .. 1 = g .  h. 
') .I. 
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.. '.·:.. :: . . .  ·; v  = u..:::.: the St-·ace by 2 .  
Fi· ite a d:..vision nnr.ib.::: c sentence and find the answer 
to e2ch problem . 
2 .  
a .  If a teacher has 1 8  erasers and there are nine tables a ··-------- · · · , 
in the room, how ma�r arasers could she put on each 
tab1e·1 
b .  Andy found six pop bottles on a clean-up hunt . b .  ______ _....,;,,.. ,,.,. 
He took them to the store and was paid 1 8d­
for them. liow much was each bottle worth? 
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!bi� -:7 �ut.. of fl:>� .-flt� to -.. ._,. f#I �D. Ja .-S.tioa, 
there U'CI s1x optioul pncUe» uarc:19". WUna ,.. ... to ueb ca-1tton u 
1\ l!J TeQ4 �.Y pu.ttf.ni • un throla&h '":pee• � •.,• cse tbaS.r reqoue slJMts. 
tbi.9 Gilt ftport 4'irt\."e at·�to .. c:\ln, a a ldbtr � r..ldoll, 
., dlS14'• nqc;Nel'l t.o q&W•.t.iou �ll pti>'ta!a to ftlu' upiet1 ot ti. •U 
ooacoJt. '1'bl'M ut U.• � d!aMr.'tioM (�, ,..,.., ed»l.Utte) ue ftewC · 
u lftnu in llhlclt one'• MU' coacept 1!&• beuJ (or ta "ias) �. A fbvtll 
4twion rafl.eet;.. a mDn poer.U, � H�Sa&te ot •U' •�· .._JH ot 
·� d1-n.11on (ft:;: �tcb wbaeal.a uores en oata�le Sa t;he tnwat..C>r7) are 
(l) it!)!nl: "Aro 1llU o IOOd cbildt" (2) lSJit: Aft JOU an bl,ponant penoa 
to �  t.t]Jrf" (3j �r: "Vould 10u nt.blr � "1th �  10UDP1' t� 
JCUf• (i.) �ll£_; "Cu � If\ 8Q04 lfdt1 !f JW mat t.oT• Pl'Oll tht• 
•JD111Pl.ee tt eM be ae•�� tbAt tf a ch114 1'1aba4 to .,....r l.llltrutbt'ul.17, tQ sub 
a � ti..t. � 11D1.iM. be vihe4 1D a '"-tiff liatlt, ,1\ -.u14 llOt -.. too cUlt1cnalt 
to do 90 • Such t.m.ncil'O to � falM ftlllOUH OU be ldeSal&e4 � 
ldlB!a1stttiJIC tm 1Dwlrtcr7 s..n ING a '*' t:Ut tbe ••at•1t¥ ot ta. relp)IHll)ot 
le 1lo\h roll ao4 Jl8�1-w.t. 
The lllf Am!!t!l I11w11!917. � Lewl, .., tt. ...uilten4 ta a ftl'Set7 
ot 11Q"11 
1 .  AU fo"7 1� � k u�, 8114 a •� 1100rW �. 7UW.C a s1otlal 
13etl•te ot MU COllClll't • 
2. la .S.Orter .. J"ei'lm, c:om1et1QI <'t ttaa - ...,...,. �' m;r 1- ue4 to 
;riial.4 a cJ.,oMJ. estS.w <>f •lt coai:.>J1:it. 
3.  'ftle en'Un fbri:r 1-tw .., 'b.• &e1f..1.D1ate...C, -- MH&JH (JMr, fla1171 
1cbr>ol., MtMn.l) eot>:re4 M]ilUtLte�, �14111C utbna\Soll np.r418s eull 
4Dmo1on of MU" concept. . 
·lT· 
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4.  On!.>'· tho1111 �b•cuea . rel)r1ue�� the '41al�1ou of 'at.nn � be 
adainilte2e4. 
tte1n ..tlic:h reprt!MIGt ear.b ot ti. wbeealu vttllm tale fllll Annt•&l lp!!ptolZ 
L"e fH fr.: \ll1'ln: 
l!!'.t: Ite• .1.; S, 9) 13, lT, 2!, 23,· 25, 30 .•. 3'.J, J', )1, '81 
l!!Ull: Iteaa . 2, 6, io, · 1�, 18, 32; 
i-.al� It.. 31' T, l.1, 15, 19. e�, 26, ·29, 29, �, '39, �J 
fllii.era;J.: Itn.I \, 8, l2, 16, 20, Z?, 21, l]., '.l3· 
It bu aeen founo:! tb&t cbUclr;in ot JtiDdit�J\ qa ud Uoft an •lllA to 
�lete the entire 1n·1e'ntory ( tb&t u, �1't1 it.Ml) 1D &Jllll'OJCimat.17 twllt1 
a1nute1, art.er pnct1cie GC:tiYitie1 are uaed •• �••· 
'nl9 tol. \ov"'- pn1t:loice aeth1.Uc1 r;i'toll4 be uM4 "11'Sor to bepna1Jll tbe •MUe 
to inS\U"\'t that tba chU'lft.a wwr.r"t3r4 tbe prOC9� lbr iD41e&tUI tbeiJ' 
l"llJlOnMI: 
l. On tbe cbaliboard, draw • .att!H ot rellp)nn b�• •!all.al" to tbo• Oii tbe 
ftOJIOUe abaeta: 
tlH EI s: 11 
(DI> not dinrim•"" the ac� rn:.!pJllA 1bMt. until tbt cbil4rea are 
J"eaKq to bepb the Ul\'O&Dtory.) 
2. ClaarlY identitY tbe vr1 ttasa WDrd.s .. ,.. " &Bil .. ao" f\M' tM clalWNa. law 
1n41r..eial ch114"n 1d9nt1ty tba w..u; co.rtra "9 conectatft ot •Miia 
eb114 '• ntlJlOll.H • 
3. D890u.a\rate tNi Jll'O�r -.rltiGll of tbe reQOUe• j,,Pt( )lllfj . lllsiba•ise tblt 
only oae vor« I.a to 'be -rked 1.n e-.o)I box. 
4. Ba,,.. different chil.4nn eom to tbe board � unur H ._ of tbl tollov1DC 
pnctiee 1tem •• u. dlNad aecuar,.. Witla eb�4"n llbo ou .i..u:r 
il11cr1Jaint.te bet-.a "71&1" and "no" rer.ion.eea, f'ev1 � a�, of U.• 
pr�tioe ••l'dM:s � lie  needed. Bote t!Mat oo ite• e, •, I.DI t, au 
cUldfto u. � OllJllcte-1 to �!18R.- 16oat!cal.17. OCIDtina tblt eonecteee• 
ot c.ncb ch1l� ' P  relJIOr.•••· 
�. Are :,'OU 4 �hiJ.d.1 
� .  � :-:tN;,• tre.1:.�\ 
c .  • Do  ycM1 have r. b?Otberf 
11. ?b 1>1.l"do tl,y·! 
•. D.l )':)ll ba.f e a •t•tert 
f. Do )'OU liU to •1Dc' 
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To �i. tbl �ato17, Hell cb1l4 1'111 ... "" •u.ws..s -�f 
1. raur. ,.;a.POOH sM.ta, Heb of a 41ttereot eolor (e.r·-p11pe9a of 10DftJ1C 
u wll u •ue of �ti.on) aDll e.cla � ta ,..;_.. ...,. •• 
rt � llo belpt\ll to tol4 ••ch t'bitet u bal.t ltlll\INi•, prblta4 1169 out, 
90 children aee lllll)t OM CPl'911 .. i • tille. 
2. A � or �9'CU. 
'!"'D •tbo41 Of t41tt'.t.ttJUc tM N13]10CM boma 1119 JllO�d. ,.. pictvea OD 
tM i..n 1D eacb boz � be �  wttb ch114rell 'llbo are .-.i. t.o 1dlaatU)" ta.. 
JWRtnl• one through rort:r • lt tba picture• are uae4, tbe7 abou14 be 
14ent1ti.64 'before be&tJmlnC tba 1nwnto17. The p1ctue• ue: face, nu, 
bell, eat, tel.epbooe, tl.owr, cl.oVA, hou:ae, q, 111111'ella. a.a &dld.llillteriJll 
tba lDat�!rt, the adaln11trator 1bould c:lleck on ff.Cb 1tea t.o .a nre 
cb114rea &r9 �·� •s.n tba boir "1th tba • • • •  • CbtlbeD . an oi. to 
re94 mmerah -.., pnfn to UM the• rather � \!la ptctveai tba7 an 
located O'u U. rl&bt of each box. 'ftMt 114nial•tftt.or abolal4 1Glnt1f7 the ooneet 
..-1"&1 'betoft u4 attor na.4inl eaeb queattoD. 
andD4 tbt cJdldnin that tor � q\lltatitiu, dtbar .... J' m be coneet, 
alt� OD17 om uawr vlll be t:Ne tor • put1C\Zlu aU4. .,.._.., � 
DH4 aot �1'1'7 it IUIOt»r cb114 •• aaa-r 1a 41tfeNDt ,... \belr o.. 
111 .,.. �••, edlltainfttioll � be  euan st � wltt. a -11 � 
of eta.dent• at • ti., rat� t'llU vitb tU atln daM a\ ... . 
-19-
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Scio'r&• ...., tse � lY »>•tUr! OQ9 pcillt ft>!' .- njqua n41-; 
tbat ia, tor •-=b :.,._, .. or '"no" re8PIOM "4licb totlca•: 
A, .  Cbmnl h1t>n!lb iien:epUoua of •lt <..-• •1..i.) 
2. �'fl)rsllle 'riev of Mlf in nt1"1clwa vita\ JMP (JMI' �) 
3. hW)r.bi. nav ct •tt in t)lt hail.7 oont.en.· (hllil.7 �) 
.It. hworabl.e •i•v ot .elt l'll acllOol dtuatiGM, s..Dl'rlnc NhlOl t!Dft, 
taaebtr, eu. (1ebool wb�) 
!be poa1t1w �'eS3QWOI tor each .ubocal• &ft � OD tM atiadll4 900rS.C 
pile. 
lbr bADll •010rt:ac, •�rt:l& �ta1 M1¥ M prepue4 ti)' °'"bi out each 
1J08lth1 rHJ)Onn on tbl. �«'rtn! cu!M (tbr &U ltlalla ow �  oa17 tboea i\em 
in the wb1cala of tate1•ut). lt 11 n-.'"*4 tbd tbe teQl.ate• conHIOllll 
1D color to tbe P<llll ?'e.Jl'OnM 11baet1. !be t4as�•te a\)' then be pb.'!94 owr 
tbl 1b6t:Dt '• nll},1!!)Nlll o-neait ot ta �Jftlpoedj.Jlt cob)?' 1a4 the IMllMtr ot 
rHpouea appea.r1� th� tbe cut. aol.e• COW'!ta4. 
A"Nnet Mlt'rll for • p� o� papti..., ffR �- .nue SllwntorJ or tor • 
)l&l'tiC\&lU l\d>ac&.l.e, � be  �td lly IUllldQ(,C t'M 9eONI m ell pup!b eo4 
UTicliJll "ti)' u. .-.r of r.JP:ll• in *  CZ'WP• 
3 .  
4 .  
s .  
6 .  
7 .  
8 0  
14., 
lSo  
16 . 
17 � 
18. 
190 
2 0 0  
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SELF A PPRAISAL INVENTORY ...... --. 
Px>in1a ry Leve 1 
Are you easy to like? 
Do you of ten get in trouble at home? 
Ca n  you give a good talk in front of your class? 
Do you wish you �·1ere younge�? 
Do you usua lly let other children have their way? 
Are you an important person to your family? 
Do y_ou often feel bad in school? 
Do you like being just what you are? 
Do you have enough f l'iends ? 
Does your family want too much of you? 
Are you a good reader? 
• 
Do you wish you were a diff e�nt child? 
Are other children often mean to you? 
Do you tell your family when you are mad at them? 
Do you often want to give up in school? 
can you wait your turn easily? 
Do your friends usually do what you say? 
Are there times when you would like to run away f ram home? 
A :tte you good in ma th? 
.. 
Do you often break your promises? 
Do most children have fewer friends than you? 
Are you a good child? 
Are most children better liked than you? 
Would you like to .::;tay home instead of going to school? 
Are you one of the last to be chosen for games ? 
S8LF .A PP.Ri\:CSAL l.NVENTORY 
Pi."'irnary Level (con 't) 
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26 o A1"e the things you do a t  school very easy for you? 
2 7 .  Do you like being you? 
28 . Can you get good grades if you want to? 
2 9 .  Do you forget most of what you learn? 
30 v Do you feel lonely very often? 
31 . If you have something to say , do you usua lly say it? 
32 . Do you get upset easily at home ? 
3 3 .  Do you often feel ashamed oi yourself? 
34 . Do you like the teacher to ask you questiOl!S in front of the other chilciren? 
35 . Do the othex- child ren in the class think you are a good worker? 
36 . Does being with other children bother you? 
37 . Are you haro to be f riends with? 
38 . Would you rather play with friends who a re  younger than you? 
3 9 .  Do you find it haro to talk to your class? 
40 . Are most children able to finish their school \\Ork more quickly than you? 
. 
. ·. ,,. (':\ ' \ :_,, ) ! _ _.. 'lE.S 
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(Color A) . i ., 
• 
N O  �- YE.S . •  
' 
NO 
11-- � --·----'--:-+-------� I 1 
* . . . 
YES 
VE5 
I . 
l.t!J 
• 
. .  
-·· 
. 
YES 
.. t�-------·· ,., � (i;;: ., ril . §{_� . , l 
,• 
N O  YES No · · 
• 
NO YES NO 
- -
4 t 
YE.S NO 
�1e. s N O . 
• • t •• � . 
ll . 
YES . NO 
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. .  . 
1Cb1- I) • · 
.. 
YES 
..,__ _ �.,.---- -�----
� .. · � �·· . 
11 " 
•. 
· · YES NO YE. 5 NO 
i 1·-- ·- ... ·-·-----� - ,, � .A\ r · . YE:S NO YE5 NO 
b . .  , . . ·� . Jh lt Of . YEs N.O VES · NO 
� ? 
�--.. u j�. iT'11 �� I . 
NO l · :� . � rr:· . YES NO )' .. ' ·� 
.. 
;;?) \.2./; . 
YE.5 
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. . ... .. .. I" 
(Color C) 
NO · 
·'.,:·.•·· 
' . .  , l. \o ·.J" 
1 , . ···"·• 
·---·----- --·------":":.,:---� • .. . , ,. .! t'u •t -* 
I 
YE.5 NO NO 
•-....---··--- --'--------u • 
.. . 't�� .. . � ,• 1 �o I YES NO 
..._ ___________ _ ........._ _____________ __ . .. 
NO NO 
�-· --------------.. �-�- �· --------------------i 
• �· � . �� : 
YES . . . NO · 0--· - -YES 
-
. . .. · . ' :- ... . .. -· . . 
NO 
© • • 
YES 
�-
YES 
• :i: • . � • .· . 
.. 
YE.S 
er YE:5· ·. 
( 
. 
• c 
.. 
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31 
No . . · • I 
: 
• 
NO 
. . . 
, . . • l' . \ ., 
. 
NO 
. 
. " 
. . 
"·· No ··· . . 
. . . 
(C.1- D) 
..., ..... ·� 
� . . ...• 
'•\TE!) 
. 
. 
. . 
. . 
. .  - . .. 
": 
YE.S 
- . ..... 
. . 
· Y£:S 
. 
- . 
. . . - ·- . 
YES 
-· 
NO 
,., 
NO 
JI 
NO 
,, 
NO 
NO 
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mr...aaatW' Z 'Y 
'ala �., aa.t•w .t n,._ nitiotau tit �  n 11atr wepel "tfta• 
OJ' '\at11a" to � ...a.I' e.- Ra� U tft9 OI" � .... ...  
• ....... �· • ,.... ...,., h9"U>' 111r -. ......_ • oaur "  .. 
teadltr, lrJWHftll oa U. �· � •bW\"S..  
'ftl1a .. u "'°" �1:.e .�-.. w NS.� Sa • � �...,... ia.soa, 
a cbil.4'• ree�G to 'llalltioM 11btcb perte.la to ftlm' aqeet. of \M •lt 
eoDffpt, ttar.e or ti»" i't>ur cls.tuSo-. (�, ,..,., llCMlutio) an newt 
•• aw tn 11blcb w'• •l.t -upt baa bW t• � "9U.) w. A twrth 
4S-O.ica ren..eta • llOr'9 aemrel, '1obel utt.atla ot •U' ·�· • c1H 
of MCb 4Jlauio1.I (t\:r •111ic:b .o...i.e eciore• ..,. oMlteeltle la tbe �) 
UC (1) Qu!nls "I � a1....,1 'be \�. • (t) l9li\l1 "I ottei:a •' iJl 
tJ'OQ!sl• at bolea.• (3) brzt � ebll4re• law � �-- tllM l Ir:>." 
(�) lsM1W1o: -S....ls� 1• tatrlT aaq tor • ·· .... •• • t1H it 
.- 'be 9"11 Uln tt a ellll4 wt9bt4 to enswr aatrat�, 1a ..- • - tbat 
be -W 'be ..Uwt ill a bett.u U&bt, it. wa14 JIOt '9 too Aintaalt to 6> 80· 
aio •--* '-» � h.1.a ,.....,.. cea '- .,eW-t "  �s.terilll 
� iaWatoJT 1D aQCb • ..,. tMt tbe •noll.J'IEl.t7 � -- .. .,, a .... u botla real 
_. pereel.M. 
ptmt1p!P tor Htlg!Mllpp 
ftil 19v AIM!Md I9'!!11t9n. tatemea.te Lewl,. _, . .. elidalatelM 1D tllrM 
1111•, 61]'11A141., upia U. ob,1ect1w(a) � illMruti 
1. 1'M ..UZ. llMIW'e (� ia, all •1-tat7 .i.---.) _, 'be  .... , _. a  
•Uila "°" o1>t..tno«, 71•14111C • sJ.obel eettate or •U eonaeJ\. 
2. \,_ eatt.-. WUW'I •7 be adlliatatere4, llilat .-.oai..a (,..r, r.l�, aebool, 
••ml relattnc to • ftJ'tola• ti.aeis.o. MON& •JUS'-�• rteltillc 
illhnatt.OD resa� •M:tl 4U.uSoa ot •lt llClllOept. 
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). On2.l< t�M eubaUlea i�Ph•&tiq iba U..1111SDM ot SNeN8' _, -
8da11'�11tored ao4 �'Vd. 
I'-9 *1e� "Jftldt wta G\&ho.� v1tla1a '8lil 1111 +5 frJ llM p " en M 
�= 
f!IV Item J., '• ,, U, 11, a,. 2', 19, 3), 311 ' �,,_ �. "' "• Q, 
65, fi9t n� '"' - · :._ · 
r.u.z.: 1-.. 2, 6, 10, 1,, �. 22, 115, )0, �. JS, "· �. '°• "' "· 
Eii, 66, TO, n, T9; 
�' rt ... 3, T, \l, 1', 19g 23, zr, 31, 3', :99, .,,, �. 51, », '9, 
63, 8', Tl, 1�, 1'9i . 
Q!gN: l'-9 �. 6, lt, J.6, 20, �' 28, 32, )6, '«>, "' '8, ,,, 5', 6o, 
61., 66, 121 T6, eo. 
It la qpc:ted that � vUl lie •lll.e to � • •U. u...to17 
(tb&t 1a, e�t)' ai.te.at1) 1Ja a�te17 heatJ' '° "'1tV ld.lmtea. Ir 
t.he adldnutnto:w- !Ml.a tllat tbc atv.6tllta 1 re..U... altUit.taa vill Jl'Ob1'b1t 
tbei.I' empletilla tbe � ill t1da tS.. peirio4, • et.� .-14 be 
read on.117 to tba atWla11te. 
U tbe ln.atr'U9'1l'ta are to be hand 9<»re4, tba u;wer .... t pro9*4 M7 be 
· llffd . It ach1na acoriDC 11 aftilllbb and 1• to lie u.4, nllplDffa abcN14 lie 
recordied on tba appro,..Ute anawr abHWJ llllilitwaal 1U�Uoa sa ta. v.ae 
ot t'bue anawr abeeta � be MCHhr.'f. 
An-tr d1atr1but1aa tbe bOcllata to t- .wteat1, oentull7 read the 41Nctlou 
provided v1th the tD ... ntor"J alo\14. Prorl4e UQll.e tSao fOr etudeata to .. 'It 
que.t1ona conceninc tm reapoue proce4'lra . 
!'.Mlpbulze tut there are no "ri&bt" or "wrong" auwn. Indal tbe •tu4inta 
tbllt they are � to  vrlt• ttlilt1r D .. H Oil tba M!,_r .... h. U a&lit1onal 
1ntoniat1on ts neclla<l i'roa 1tu&!nta, tor adlllple, ta.tr elaH or actaool, lie 
a\IH to baift tl-.ea add. tbh 1ntora&t1on to tba auwer ebHt. 
If atudectl a1k q1.19ist1ou reprd.inc 1nterpretatlt>DI of tbit at&W.nta, -...a1u 
tb&t tba imentory call.a otal7 tor g!MJ'!l ilmHio91 NgudlQI aacb 1tatacat • 
-32-
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Scona •T \I-a oat� b1' �t.:.n& <� JQblt � Mell wllt5 --�-J U.' 
18, for ueb "�i-.-" OT �· "llJOD89 1ll&lAlla 1D41eatea1 
1. Oure:ru taW1rabl• pc�,uo._. of Mlt (111»ra1 ldnallt) 
2 .  hlR)!'@l.e 'Ytev 01" •lt � nlat1.w wttll ,.en (JMr Mlttle) 
3.  J'a....mlb1- Y1•'1 ot ... a la tba tll:.i.tlF � (t.117 .... tdt) 
Ii. h"fOn.bl• rtev of itelt ill ubool. Gltua,Sou, SJnlDl'fUI eotiool -*• 
te&cl•u.·, et<:. (•cllool �la) 
!tWI JO•lttw. "� tor •&ell w•� 01'9 � - • � MOr1lll 
pidt . 
ftlr tAD4 IC:Uiq, a I� tapla.'9 � .. ........... - pmrM .. arR ..... 
poa1Uw re1poue in tbl NOrl.Jlc ,p161 (b' all it.-, w ftaJ' Obl7 tbo• 
lW. 1:l ttA r.dlifc&la(a} ot iate:rHt). 1'11 � 91' .._ be  pl.eoe4 ower 
tu at\adant 11  reaJIODN tl!Mlt, •DIS tllil .,...,. ot ftQOaee• llPllHl'UI tbrouib 
tbt p&aebed bol.Al11 :recorcted • 
.Awftll llOOl'e1 tor a pogp of 1�11\1, fnr Qa eelU. u...to� or tor a 
JQ"t1�:r eult1c.ele, 91' be CIGlllPI""· b)" 9\la191 tlll eeoN• tor all JUP1l.a U4 
41•� 1r,J the �r o� pqilla in "'- r.o.• 
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Mpct3qM 
Plea• lllDv ... tbltr ·�b 1tat..ent in tbi• booklet 1• t!.e OZ" ...... Alt m 
b7 •i\:lJIC ODt l)f tbtl IJIOC .. OI\ the unn" I�. 
1.  I lib C11e1":7 pte • 
2. I vam t.o lie a � nu. 
nen •n ., rW gr ROM IM'ftEL ., na,..S to ... .tat.wla\ .. -..nl.1' 
U JIO'& OBa. 
lutr.\Ctlonal. ObJtle\iwe ..,,..,.. 
ODJ111'1cbt 1910 
Boa MoJ5 
l.o• AllplA•, c.l.!fbftia 90Q2ft 
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.:: _:, t:.:- t. l � .:_.>� . •  :. :: ;·, � ::J .. :\'·: 1l ·J1.' l 
- - .. .....- _ ..... __ _ __ - ·-·- �- -
T..tit:ermedia t:t? lkvel 
1 ..  I like tc mee r.ew people .. 
2 .  I can disagree with my family .. 
3 .,  Schoolwork is fairly easy for me .. 
4 ..  I am satisfied t:o be just what I am � 
5 ..  I wish I got a long better with other children . 
6 ..  I often get in tror.tble at home. 
7 .  I usually like my teachers . 
8 .  I am a cheerful pel'Son .. 
9 .  Other childr�n are often mean to me . 
10 . I do my share of work at home . 
11., I often f.;el upset in school .  
12 . I often let other kids have their way . 
1 3 ..  Most children have fewer friends than I do. 
14 . No ..:>ne pays much attention to me at home . 
15 . I can always get good grades if I want to. 
l.6 • I can a lways be true ted • 
:'.7 . I am easy to like .. 
1 8 .  There are times when I would like to leave heme . 
:t.9 .  I forget most of what I learn. 
20. I am popular with kids my own age .. 
SELF APPRAISAL INVBN'.l.'ORY 
Intennediate Level (con ' ·;:) 
21 0 I am popu.lal.' with girls o 
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22 . My family is glad when I do things with them o 
2 3 .  I often volunteer in schoolo 
24 0 I am a hapfy person o 
2 5 0  I am lonely very often . 
26 0 My famiJy res pects my ideas . 
2 7 .  I am a go<id student . 
28 . I oft�n do things that I 'm sor�y for later. 
29.  OU.er kids de not: like me. 
JOo I behave badly at home • 
. 
31 . I often get discouraged in school .  
32 • I wish I were younger. 
33 . I am always friendly toward other people. 
34 o I usually treat my family as well as I should . 
35 . My teacher makes me feel I � not good enough . 
36 . I always like being the way I am . 
37 o Most people are much better liked than I am .  
38 . I cause trouble to my family . 
39 . I am slow in finishing my school woxk. 
40 . I am often unhappy . 
SELF APPRA ISAL INVENTORY 
Intermediate Level (con t ·t) 
41. I am popular with boys o 
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42 . I know wha t is expected of me at home. 
43. I am gobd in math . 
44. I am not as nlce looking as most peopleo 
45 . I don ' t  have many friends . 
46 . I sometimes argue t'11th my family . 
4 7 ..  I am proud of my school work . 
48 . If I have something to say , I usually say it. 
49. I am &mong the last to be chosen for teams . 
so . I feel that my family a lways trusts me. 
51 . I am a good reader. 
52 . I don ' t  worty much. 
53. It is hard for me to make friends • 
54. My family would help �e in �my kind of trouble. 
SS. I am not doing as well in school as I would like to. 
56 . I have a lot of self control. 
57 . Friends usually follow my -ideas . 
58.  My family understands me.  
59. I find it hard to talk in front of the class . 
60. I often feel ashamed of myself o 
SBLF A ?PRAISl�L INVBHTORY 
�:ntermediate Level (con ' t) 
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61 0 ! wish I had more close friends . 
62 . My family often expects too much of me o 
6 3 .  I am good in my school work . 
64 . I am a good person. 
6 5 .  Sometimes :r am haro to be friendly with . 
660  I get upset easily at home . 
67.  I like to be called on in class . 
68. I t1ish I were a different persono 
6 9 .  I am fun to be with. 
70 . I art an important person to my family. 
71 . My classmates think I am a good student . 
72 . I am s ure of myself . 
73. Often I don ' t  like to be with other children. 
74 . My family and I have a lot of fun togethero 
75 0 I would like to drop out of school. 
76. I can a lways take care of myself . 
77 . I would �thar be with kids younger than me. 
78 o 11y family us L1.a lly considel's my feelings . 
79. I can disagree with my teacheL' o 
80 , I can't be depended Ono 
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Jns ; rnct;:;_cris ��n:i:> "\\� J.ni�tering the 
Sell-cor�cept 'i'est for x ... 3 
.Each item should be rsec:Ad to the student with assistance given for 
�esponses as necessary . 
There are two tests . Test I (Real) should be administered first. 
Test II (Ideal) should be administered between 1 and S days after Test I 
is given . 
The administration of the test should follow the directions as much 
aa possible -- BUT ' MOST IMPORTANT, THE STUDmTS SHOULD FEEL COMFORTABLE 
TAKING THE TEST • . 
If the marking of items is inconvenient for some reason , other m•rking 
systems a:re very acceptable. Give any further explanations as they are 
needed . 
Most items may need to have the preface phrase repeated before Nch 
item. 
Test I (RNl) 
Directions to students: The papers I have given you have many words about 
how boys and girls might feel about themselves . There are no right or wrong 
answers . Think about yourself for a little while. I w.nt you to think of 
how you are � of the time. Not how other people want you to be -- but 
how you are. 
I will read the question for you. Then you answer the question the 
way you are � of the time. Let's try one together. "I am • • • little." 
If you are little then put a circle aJ:Ound "Yea ," If you are not little , 
then put a circle around "No." 
Now let's look at the first one. Most of the time "I am happy . "  
Put a circle .around "Yes" if you are happy most of the time. Put a circle 
aJ:Ound "No" if you are not happy most of the time. Remember to draw only 
one circle . 
(Continue with test in the same manner. )  
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Test II (Id eal) 
(State date of Test I) we took a test about how we are. Today we 
have another test which is somewhat different. This ia also a test with 
no right or wrong answers . You are to tell how you would like to be .  
-
No one else can answer these que.stions for you. Only xou know how you 
would like to be. Let's try an example together. Most of the time 
"I would like to be little ." If that is what you would like to be, put 
a circle around the "Yes . "  If you would not like to be little most of 
the time, put a circle around the 11No . "  
(Continue with test i n  the same manner . )  
I AM : 
l .  
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
s .  
6 .  
7 .  
8 .  
9 .  
10 . 
11 . 
12 . 
1 3 .  
14 . 
1 5 .  
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K- 3 
s-c 
little · · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • YES 
happy 
c lean 
brave 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
bashful 
f riendly 
helpf ul 
strong . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
a good worker . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
silly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . quiet 
good . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . polite 
lazy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
kind 
afraid 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
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K-3 
s-c 
I WOULD LIKE TO BE: 
1 .  
2 . 
3 .  
4 .  
s .  
6 .  
7 .  
8 .  
9 .  
1 0 . 
11 . 
1 2 .  
1 3 .  
1 4 .  
1 5 .  
little . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . YES 
happy 
clean 
brave 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
YES 
YES 
YES 
bashful • • . • • • • • . . • • • . • . • • • • YES 
friendly 
helpful 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
strong 
a good 
silly 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
worker • • • . . • . • • • • • . •  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . quiet 
good . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
polite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
lazy 
kind 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
afraid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
TEST I (REAJ=l 
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�!1e Sco:i.�ing en: ..:he J( ... 3 
S-C (Self-Concept) Test 
For each ::yBS11 an:s�1er give- one (1) point. For each "NO" answer 
give a zero (0) . 
TEST II (IDE.�L) 
Poz> each lfYES" answe:P g·ive one (1) point. For each "NO" J:ir.swer 
give a zero (0) . 
DISCREPEANCY SCORE 
After both tests are scor-ed and recorded on the score sheets , 
subtNct (for each item) the nReal" score from the "Ideal" score . Add 
these "difference" figures together, disregar-ding "+" or "�" signs . 
This total is the diffezienc� bet1veen the child 's view of himself and whAt 
he would lik.e to be . This difference is a n  indication of each child ' s  
self-satisfaction . A low scotie would indica te some self-satisfaction with 
oneself . 
Da te: 
l .  
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
s .  
6 .  
7 .  
8 .  
9 .  
10. 
11. 
12 . 
1 3 .  
14. 
s .  
170 . ..  
\. . ..  _._ .... .. .  · · - ·  
Sel:f·,.,Ccnc!2pt 
K-3 
._,_..,......,._..._._..._._ _ _,_, -· _ _ ,_. _ _  _ 
Test I 
-- ·-..�·-· -....-....... 
Tes t II 
Ideal Minus Real 1 · Idea l --·-·-·-1- Real -, (Test II) 1 (Test I )  1 
----...-·-·---· -;-- ----------1 
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• . .  1.';.;·: -_; _ _  . •  :: . .. ... :,: •i .:::�:::......: ·i:.· . . �·inq 
t:1G c'::lf·�Ccmccp': T�$t 4 ... 6 -
T:-iere are l\ ;o adrr.ini�tn1 cions o:f tests . Text I (P..ectl) should be 
dnri1,iste:-£<l fi;:-s t .  T��st :�r (Ideal) should be administered between l a nd  S days 
�rte� Test l is given . 
TEST I �Rl.7\L) 
!:lirec.tlona to st�ents : The te$t you have been given has JDany statements about 
how students :n!ght feel about themselve:a. Ther-e are no right or wrong answers . 
Think abou� your.self for a little while . Think about how you are � of the 
tim�. !.ot how other people want you to :i,e -- but how you are. 
F..ach itern is a s tll tement to which yot\ a�e asked to respond . Check one 
;1ank for each sta tement. Check only the t>laok which describes your feelings 
nost accurately . '!be five choices are: N�t •t all; not very often; som• of the 
tiJnl!; rnost of the time; a 11 of the time. 
Pleeae answer a11 of the itema . 
UST II (ID!:AL2 
Directions to atudents: Seveal day1 age we took a test very similar to this . 
Today you are asked to answer the questi:ms not as you think you are, but how you 
would like to be. 
�ch iten is a statement to which you are asked to re8pond . Check one blAlnk 
for each sutement. Please check only the blank which describes how you would 
like to be. 
The five choices for each statemeat •re: Not &t all; not very often; some 
of the time; most of the time ; all of the time. Please &nswer all of the items. 
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(Adapted from Lipsitt Self-Concept 
Scale for Children) 
I AM: Not at 
all ·· 
Not very 
often· 
Some of 
the timo 
1 .  friendly . • . • • . • •  
2 .  happy . . . . . . . . . . 
3 .  kind . . . . . . . . . . . 
4 .  brave . . . . . . . . . . 
5 .  honest . . . . . . . . . 
6 .  likeable . . . . . . . 
7 .  trusted . . . . . . . . 
8 .  good . . . . . . . . . . . 
9 .  proud . . . . . . . . . .  
1 0 .  lazy . . . . . . . . . . . 
11 . loyal . . . . . . . . . . 
12 . cooperative • • • •  
1 3 .  cheerful • • • • • • •  
14 . thoughtful • • • • • 
1 5 .  popular • • • • • • • •  
1 6 .  courteous . . . . . .  
17 . j ealous . . . . . . . . 
18 . obedient • • • • • • •  
1 9 .  polite . . . . . . . . . 
2 0 .  bashful • • • • • • • •  
21 . clean • • • • • • • • • •  
22 . helpful • • • • • • • •  
2 3 .  independent • • • •  
2 4 .  smiling . . . . . . . . 
2 5 .  scared . . . . . . . . .  
Most . of 
the time 
All of 
the time 
I would like to b e :  
1 .  friendly . . . . . .  
2 .  happy . . . . . . . . .  
3 .  kind • • • • • • • • • •  
4 .  brave • • • • • • • • •  
s .  honest • • • • • • • •  
6 .  likeable • • • • • •  
7 .  trusted . . . . . . . 
8 .  good . . . . . . . . . . 
9 .  proud . . . . . . . . . 
1 0 .  lazy . . . . . . . . . . 
11 . loyal . . . . . . . . . 
12 . cooperative . . . 
1 3 .  cheerful . . . . . . 
14 . thoughtful • • • •  
1 5 .  popular . . . . . . . 
16 . courteous . . . . . 
1 7 . j ea lous . . . . . . .  
18 . obedient . . . . . .  
1 9 .  polite • • • • • • • •  
2 0 .  bashful . . . . . . . 
21 . clean • • • • • • • • •  
2 2 .  helpful • • • • • • •  
2 3 .  independent • • •  
24 . smiling • • • • • • •  
2 5 .  scared • • • • • • • •  
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(Adapted f rom Lipsitt Self-Concept 
Scale for Children ) 
Not at 
all 
Not very 
of ten 
Some of 
the .time 
Most of : 
the time 
A l l  of : 
the time 
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�be Scoring of the 
s-c (Self-Concept) Test 4-6 
T�T I (RmL) 
The following points should be given for each answer: 
TfZT II (IDtttL) 
Not at all • . . • • . • l point 
Not very of ten • • • • • 2 points 
Some of the time • • • • 3 points 
Most of the time • • 4 point• 
All of the time • • • • 5 points 
The following points should be given for each answer: 
DISCREPANCY SCORE 
Not at &11 • • • • • • • l point 
Not very often • • • • • 2 points 
Some of the time • • • • 3 points 
Most of the time • • • � 4 pointa 
A 11 of the time .. • • • 5 points 
After both tests a re  scored and recorded on the score sheets , 
subtsct (for each item) the •ae.1n score. Add the "difference" figures 
together� disregarding the "+" or "-" signs . Thi• tobll is the difference 
between th• child 's view of himaelf and what he would like to be. Thia 
difference is an indic&tion of Heh chi ld ' s  self-Ntisfaction with oneself . 
.l. I -::> 
4-6 
Name 
Date: Test I --��----�--� Test: II ��------���� 
Ideal , Real I r 
(Test II) (Test I) Ideal minus Rea l . 
1 .  
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
s .  
6 .  
7 .  
a .  
9 .  
10. 
ll .  
12 . 
13. 
14 . 
15.  . 
16 . 
17 . 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21 . 
22 . 
23.  
24 . 
2 5 .  � I 
' l 
TOTA� ' 
t. I 
1pt l. Name·---------�-- ------
'�se write in for each Hem the Jetter ( s )  of the rat ing chosen for this pupil (see al ter-
1ttves in box) . It is not neces sary to s pend a great deal of time in assess ing the pupi l .  
:ease answer a l l  iteras , ev�n i f  you are uncertain or have l i t t le informat ion. I f  you 
innot answer an item, please WI'ite in "don ' t  know. " 
ALTERNATIVE RATINGS 
VF--Very Frequent l y  
F·-Frequently 
S - -Somet ime s 
! - - Infrequently 
1 1 - -Very Infrequently 
________ Shows initiat ive 
Blames others for trouble -----
______ .Resis tant t o  teacher 
Alert and interested in school work ____ _,:: 
-�--__.At tempts t o  manipulate adult s 
�---......;Appears depressed 
----�--...;Learning retained we l l  
Absences or truancie1 -------
________ Withdrawn and uncom11Unicat ive 
________ Completes a s s ignments 
_________ .Inf luences others toward troublemaking 
_______ 1.nappropriate personal appearance 
--�------S.eeks conatant reaaaurance 
______ .._;Motivated toward academic performance 
------�--Impuls ive 
------------Lying or cheating 
_________ Positive concern for awn education 
______ _...Requires continuou1 1upervis i on 
__
________ Aggressive toward peers 
--���---Di s obedient 
--------S tea ls 
Leave B lank 
____ 2 
____ l 
___ l 
_____ 2 
___ l 
___ 3 
2 
_5 
3 
2 
l 
5 
--...:l+ 
2 
___ 1 
5 
2 
l 
1 
5 
________ .... Friendly and we l l -received by other pupils 3 
________ ..... Easily led into trouble 
��----Resentful of critic ism or disc ipl ine 
________ _..Hes itant t o  try, or aivea up ea&ily 
_________ Uninterested in subject matter 
__________ Dierupt a c lassroom procedure• 
---�---:Swears or uses obscene words 
________ ...;Appears gene ra lly happy 
__________ Poor pers onal hygiene 
Possessive of teacher ------: 
----�-�Teases or provokes students 
----�-----Isolated , few or no friends 
--��--�Shows positive leadersh ip 
1 
2 
2 
5 
3 
5 
4 
_3 
2 
